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Executive Summary

In recent years, cyber-enabled crimes have increased on the African continent. This has been a result of a combination of factors, including, the improvement of Internet coverage, the wide availability of cyber-tools and the growing flexibility of cybercriminals. As a consequence, online crime nowadays represents a bigger security issue for law enforcement in African member countries than ever before. In this framework, INTERPOL, under the European Union funded ENACT Project, examines through this assessment the issue of cyber and cyber-enabled crimes in Africa in order to help drive a more strategic law enforcement response.

Cybercriminals and Organized Crime Groups (OCG) active in Africa are most probably using the Internet to commit a range of online criminal activities. They use the Internet to find, coerce and control victims online or offline. They also use it to sell products, in most cases procured illegally, as well as to deceive online users and steal their money. They take advantage of online anonymity, use code languages and temporary tools and, in some cases, leave no online trace.

The assessment highlights those cybercriminals that are likely changing the face of the Internet to further their illegal activities on the international scene. They are becoming more sophisticated, with a growing capacity to carry out a range of new types of crimes. In addition, the lack of investment and public awareness, exacerbated by limited capacities to prevent, detect, and investigate these incidents in some African countries, are further driving this criminality on the continent.

Certain crime areas have most likely witnessed in recent years a shift from the surface web to the dark web, where enforcement on a national level is more complex. Despite difficulties at the moment to quantify criminal use on the dark web as much as on the surface web due to the anonymity factor, the report seeks to show the growing criminal activity on the dark web in connection to Africa.

As cyber-enabled crimes in Africa increase and change, greater awareness of the overall issue and identification of best practice responses from law enforcement will most probably be required. INTERPOL is in a position to support member countries through coordinated, intelligence-led support to law enforcement using a range of operational databases and support techniques.

The following are the key findings deriving from an analysis of a range of data sources available on cyber-enabled crime in Africa:

- African countries are likely increasingly vulnerable to cyber-enabled crimes as source as well as target countries.
- Cyber-enabled financial crimes most probably take various forms and affect individuals, companies, and public administration in all African regions.
- Trafficking in Human Beings (THB) in Africa is likely facilitated by the Internet as it allows the recruitment, control, and deception of victims through social media, instant messaging applications and online platforms.
- Migrant smuggling in Africa is likely facilitated by social media and encrypted messaging applications: OCGs advertise their services and African migrants refer to information to reduce risks.
- African and non-African offenders most probably use the Internet to abuse African children online and offline.
- OCGs active in Africa probably use the Internet to sell drugs and contact local as well as international customers/providers.
● African OCGs, mainly North African, are likely using social networking sites to facilitate the looting and trafficking of stolen works of art on continental but also transnational levels.

● African OCGs, almost certainly in connection with their transnational counterparts, are increasingly using social media-based trade for Illegal Wildlife Trade (IWT) and trafficking in precious minerals through the help of middlemen/women.

● OCGs active in Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) trafficking in Africa are increasingly using social networking sites to conduct trade. They are likely engaged in other online criminal activities as well.

● With the increase in Internet coverage, online trade of illicit goods is likely increasing on the African continent.

● OCGs active in Africa are likely increasingly using the Internet to complete various stages of the process of trafficking in Stolen Motor Vehicles (SMV).

● African cybercriminals are most likely limiting contact by using code languages and temporary tools, making disruption by law enforcement even harder.

● Cybercriminals trafficking online in Africa include private individuals, enthusiasts, collectors and traditional Internet users.

● Some cyber OCGs involved in online trafficking on the continent are most likely part of hierarchical networks where the leader recruits members to complete specific tasks that would facilitate online crimes. Other OCGs are likely non-traditional loosely connected groups that connect for the purpose of committing a crime.

● Cybercriminals on surface web and dark web are increasingly flexible and knowledgeable Internet users. They are most probably investing in improving their technological skills, business know-how and advertisement strategies.

● Some OCGs active online in Africa are most probably employing middlemen/women at different stages of the crime activity to ensure the smooth running of criminal business.

● The analysis of various elements on dark web domains suggests that cybercriminals located in Africa are likely active on the dark web with growing transnational links.

● It is likely that crime elements from Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa are engaged in dark web activities.
Introduction

In recent decades, African and international OCGs have increased their activities on the African continent, further encouraged by growing economies. Over the years, these OCGs have developed an understanding of the Internet and the multiple possibilities of exploiting its capabilities for their criminal activities. In particular, the Internet enables OCGs to widen the scope of their operations, by expanding their networks and enhancing their abilities to stay undetected.

Internet penetration on the continent has increased steadily in recent years as a result of multiple factors, including improved Internet coverage and the increased use of the Internet for basic individual needs. This increased online exposure of Africans, many of whom lack basic technical knowledge on accessing and using the Internet, makes them easy targets for transnational cybercriminals. At the same time, younger Africans mostly, are demonstrating good abilities in using and depending on cyber tools. This has led to an increase in cyberattacks targeting individuals and groups on the African continent, as well as in attacks originating from the continent.

Many African member countries still lack proper policies and strategies to combat cybercrime. On the continental level, in 2014, the African Union adopted the Convention on Cybersecurity and Personal Data Protection. However, only 14 of the 55 African Union member countries had signed the convention, and only seven\(^1\) ratified it, by January 2020. The convention needs to be ratified by at least 15 member countries to enter into force, meaning it is not in force yet. This shows that cybersecurity is still not perceived as a necessity by many African countries which further exacerbates the problem.

In 2017, the economic loss in Africa due to cyber and cyber-enabled crime reached USD 3.5 billion. In Nigeria, this number reached USD 649 million and USD 210 million in Kenya. South Africa also reported major economic losses due to cyberattacks, reaching around USD 157 million.\(^2\)

Emerging economies and the impact of globalization associated with non-restrictive cybersecurity practices in many African member countries have greatly contributed to Africa becoming a safe haven for cybercriminals. This threat assessment will explore cyber-enabled crime on the African continent in light of several strategic indicators.

** Two versions of this report exist. This report is the public version of the completed analysis, which included police information; where specific police information was used, this information has subsequently been sanitized for public distribution **

1. STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

1.1. Scope and Objective

The objective of this report is to examine the major aspects of organized crime in Africa on the surface web, deep web and dark web.

This assessment will draw upon data from available open and closed sources and present a comprehensive overview on how the different OCGs active in Africa (or linked to Africa) exploit the different levels of the Internet to foster their illegal activities.

This report should assist and guide law enforcement in designing strategies to combat this form of emerging crime throughout the continent. This assessment also intends to be a tool for eliciting law-enforcement cooperation among countries of the five African regions, not only among the countries impacted the most by this crime, but also among those which are at risk of being affected in the near future.
1.2. Methodology

This assessment follows an all-source intelligence analysis methodology. It is the result of integrating multiple data sources.

Open sources used in the framework of this report include news articles and reports from various private entities, international organizations and think tanks. Whenever identified, official statistics and data were used and given preference over other sources. Data related to social media and dark web sources were processed while keeping in line with INTERPOL’s legal framework applicable to the processing of open source information, which did not allow to monitor and investigate information from some sources.

Information from the aforementioned sources was aggregated together in order to identify consistencies across all data, patterns and trends, and any identifiable convergences.

This report was drafted using a regional approach. Therefore, when national examples are quoted, it is done for illustrative purposes, in order to put forward regional dynamics.

INTERPOL African regions are defined on the basis of countries’ participation in regional chiefs of police organizations. Some countries participate in more than one regional chiefs of police organization. In such cases, they are counted in each of the regional organization in which they participate. North African countries are members of the INTERPOL Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. For the purpose of this report which only covers the African continent, they were regrouped in a category named North Africa. This category includes the following countries: Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia. The other INTERPOL African regions and their member countries are as follows:

CAPCCO³: Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Republic of Congo, Sao Tome and Principe.
EAPCCO⁴: Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Democratic Republic of Congo, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda.
WAPCCO⁶: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d'Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and Guinea.

2. WHAT ARE THE SURFACE WEB, DEEP WEB AND THE DARK WEB?

Surface web

Also known as the ‘visible web’, it is the ‘Internet’, the web that is accessible by the general public. Information on the surface web is indexed, and therefore, searchable with standard web search engines. Access to its content does not require special configuration. Compared to the deep web, the surface web is relatively small in size, making up less than 10 per cent of the total World Wide Web content. Examples of surface web include, Google, Bing, Yahoo, YouTube, Wikipedia, news sites, shopping sites, blogs, etc.

Deep web

Known as the ‘invisible web’, it is the part of the Internet that is not visible to everyone. Its content is not accessible through standard search engines. Generally, deep web websites require a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) to find the website as well as further authorization and permission to access the website (i.e. a username and password). Examples of the deep web include email accounts, social networking websites, cloud
service accounts, online banking, internal networks of companies, education pages, government-related pages, services that require the user to pay for them (i.e. video on demand, magazines and newspapers), data shared on private social networks and Internet messaging, etc.

**Dark web**

Also known as the ‘dark net’, it is a small part of the deep web. In order to access the dark web, a specialized software is needed (i.e. TOR, I2P, Freenet), which anonymizes the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the user. Inside the dark web, most websites are hidden and users can browse online almost anonymously. Within this web level, illegal markets known as ‘dark net markets’ operate, and many of them constitute a space for the illegal selling of products, including drugs, firearms, child sexual abuse material, hitman services, etc. Examples of dark net markets include Alphabay Market, Hansa Market, Dream Market, etc. The dark web could also be used for legal purposes, such as accessing and sharing information, communication and identity protection.

---

**3. INTERNET, CYBER AND CYBER ENABLED CRIME IN AFRICA**

**3.1. Internet and social media penetration**

Internet penetration in Africa is continuously increasing despite increased restrictions. In 1989, the creation of the World Wide Web revolutionized communication, yet, by 1990, statistical reports indicated that “only half of a per cent of the world population were online”. The following decade witnessed a qualitative leap. However, by the year 2000, 99 per cent of population in Sub-Saharan Africa were still offline.
Sixteen years later, countries worldwide were joining the online world at a growing pace. Nonetheless, countries from some parts of the world, including Africa, had barely witnessed any change in online activity since the 1990’s, with less than 5 per cent of population having online access in countries such as Central African Republic, Eritrea, Guinea Bissau, Madagascar, Niger and Somalia. Yet, the global trend shows that every year more people from all over the world are online, through a mobile phone, a computer, a digital TV, a game or a personal digital assistant.

According to the World Bank, despite some minimal irregular changes, Internet users have steadily increased in Africa between 2015 and 2017 from an average of 20 per cent of the share of African population using the Internet in 2015 to 26 per cent of the population in 2017. In some African countries, the number of Internet users has even doubled over the three years studied, such as in Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana and Malawi.\(^\text{10}\)

In its recent report, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) revealed that a reported 4.1 billion people used the Internet in 2019, indicating a 5.3 per cent increase from the previous year. Global penetration has also witnessed a massive increase from nearly 17 per cent in 2005 to 53 per cent in 2019.

In 2019, ITU estimated that in the least developing countries, only 19 per cent of individuals were using the Internet, compared to 87 per cent in developed countries. On this scale, Africa ranked lowest, with only 28 per cent of individuals using the Internet, compared to Europe, which ranked the highest, with 83 per cent of individuals using the Internet. This same year, the African continent had the highest percentage of offline population in the world, with the majority of offline countries being in Central, Eastern and Western Africa.\(^\text{11}\) Differences across the five African regions in Internet usage patterns were also noted (see figure 2).\(^\text{12}\)

The inter-regional differences are further highlighted in the graph above. The graph shows that Internet and social media penetration present different patterns across the five African regions between 2017 and 2019. A great difference is noted between the levels of Internet and social media penetration in Central, Eastern and Western Africa when compared to Northern and Southern Africa,

![Figure 2. Regional Internet and social media penetration percentages in Africa compared to total population 2017-2019](image-url)
where they are mostly higher. Despite the variations, Internet and social media penetration is mostly increasing in Africa.

The relatively slow increase and variation in penetration levels on the continent between 2017 and 2019, in particular in Eastern and Western Africa, are likely due to various factors such as the growing ease of Internet access in parts of Africa more than in others as well as the multitude functions that Internet and social media are increasingly offering in some member countries paralleled with restrictive measures to control and/or limit Internet and social media access in some African countries.

3.2. Cybercrime and cyber-enabled crime

As cyberattacks evolve, the misconception about the difference between cyber and cyber-enabled crime has become common, including in Africa, with some sources combining data relative for both areas and referring to them as cybercrime. According to INTERPOL, cybercrime refers to “crimes against computers and information systems, where the aim is to gain unauthorized access to a device or deny access to a legitimate user.” As for the cyber-enabled crime, it occurs when a ‘traditional’ crime is facilitated by the Internet, such as fraud, theft and the sale of fake goods.

In the last decade, both cyber and cyber-enabled crimes have become widespread in Africa. Despite the fact that 75 per cent of its population were still offline by 2016, many personal/private/public infrastructures in African countries are increasingly emerging as targets for these types of crime. Attacks are also increasingly originating from African countries. In 2013, Trend Micro predicted that “the number of cybercrime activities targeting or originating from Africa will increase—and probably dramatically—in the next few years.” The growing base of Facebook users, inadequate or the absence of cybercrime laws and under-documentation of the crime were among the main reasons that made the continent vulnerable to malicious attacks, according to the report. Sources also mention that 18,607 cyber security incidents were counted in 2011 compared to 564 in 2000. In 2016, approximately 24 million malware incidents targeted Africa. By 2017, malware, spam emails, botnets and software piracy, among other crimes, were reported in many African countries across the continent.

3.3. Organized crime groups

This section summarizes some of the inferences and conclusions included in the assessment concerning OCGs. Further detailed information will be provided throughout the report. In particular, this section examines the various dynamics of some of the OCGs found to be using the Internet to further their illegal activities in Africa. It highlights some of the main techniques OCGs active in Africa are using online. Where possible, it draws attention to specific OCGs identified in the framework of the report.

Some cyber OCGs are likely to have specific roles assigned for each member. For example, the leader might handle recruitment, whereas group members would be in charge of extracting e-mails, creating fake profiles and developing a fake website, among other tasks. Other OCGs are likely to form non-traditional organized groups that are loosely connected. Small groups would connect, share experience, commit the scam and then share the money.

According to open sources, OCGs use the Internet both for internal communication within the group, and for external communication with non-OCG associates. Internet allows OCGs to reach new customers, new victims, and to a lesser extent, possible new partners. It also allows them to advertise...
their illicit goods and services. They are increasingly using code languages and temporary contact numbers, which makes it more difficult to leave traces and as a result, enforcement harder.

Cyber OCGs make wide use of social networking sites, instant messaging applications and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services. Facebook is the main tool used, followed by WhatsApp, and to a lesser extent, Instagram, Telegram, Twitter and Snapchat. OCGs also use e-mail services such as Yahoo, Gmail and Outlook. To promote their offers, OCGs use social media and classified ads and e-commerce websites.

Social networks allow OCGs to connect with customers and possible partners across Africa and worldwide. They use social networking sites to:

- Contact, lure, recruit, coerce and control victims;
- Advertise and sell illegal services or products;
- Share locations of victims;
- Organize logistics of the crime;
- Exchange best practices and modus operandi among cybercriminals;
- Launder revenue gained from illicit activities;
- Blackmail victims and/or their families.

OCGs also produce fake Internet sites similar to legitimate ones and manipulate search engines.

OCGs active in Africa have different levels of expertise. The more they are experienced in terms of social engineering and computer skills, the more money they gain illegally. Below are some of the methods adhered to by OCGs to acquire more experience in illegal activities online. This includes:

- Apprenticeship, which involves an established criminal taking an apprentice under their wing to teach them the business;
- ‘Yahoo Boy’s’ academy, a real life workshop where students are taught how to perpetrate scams online;
- Trainings dedicated to cybercriminals in North Africa.

Financial cyber-enabled crimes

Some OCGs involved in financial cyber-enabled crimes are likely of Western African origins, with some of them based in Africa and others in Asia, Europe and the USA, where they built connections with their counterparts.

Some OCGs active in online financial crimes are opportunists and link their scams to current events or regional instability in concerned countries.

Some OCGs are probably poly-criminal, involved in or linked with offenders engaged in, among others, money laundering, kidnapping, coercion, human trafficking, prostitution, political patronage, arms and narcotics trafficking.

Members of Nigerian cyber OCGs based outside Nigeria, such as in Eastern Africa, probably have links with cybercriminals based in Nigeria. OCGs from Benin, Cameroon, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of Congo and Nigeria implicated in scams originating from their countries are most probably supported by members of their community based in target countries, mainly in Europe.

Nigerian OCGs, or confraternities, such as the Black Axe Confraternity, are active in cybercrime on the African continent as well as abroad, including in Canada, Italy and the USA.
Other Nigerian OCGs include Supreme Eiye Confraternity and the London Blue, which is based in the UK and operates mostly abroad.

**The Supreme Eiye Confraternity**

Also known as the Air Lords, was reportedly founded in 1963 or 1970 (date not agreed upon) at the University of Ibadan in Nigeria. This Nigerian OCG is composed of a “system of cells (called forums) operating locally, but connected to other cells established in different countries in West Africa, in North Africa, in the Middle East and in Western Europe.” This confraternity is poly-criminal and known to be involved in THB, drug trafficking, money laundering, etc. Leaders are referred to as ‘Capones’, with a ‘hierarchy of Capones’, and new members undergo brutal initial rituals, including criminal acts.


**Black Axe Confraternity**

The group is widely believed to be the same as the Neo Black Movement founded in 1977 at the Benin University in Nigeria. Black Axe is a transnational OCG with a pyramidal hierarchical structure with cult-like tendencies. Black Axe gangs are involved in prostitution, human trafficking, narcotics trafficking, grand theft, money laundering, and email fraud/cybercrime mainly in Nigeria, but also Europe and North America. Members are known as ‘Axemen’ and the commander or boss of a zone in a foreign location is known as an ‘Oga’.


**London Blue**

A Nigerian gang, that likely originated in Nigeria, with members in the UK and collaborators involved in moving funds in the USA and Western Europe. The group operates like a modern corporation. London Blue evolved from Craigslist scams, to phishing, to BEC and uses legitimate commercial data providers to identify targets, mainly in the USA and Western Europe.

Human trafficking and human smuggling

OCGs, with most likely Western African members, active in human trafficking in Europe are using online platforms to offer victims to potential customers, where they give the possibility to costumers to leave comments and evaluate services.

Western African OCGs active online in recruiting victims as domestic servants abroad are almost certainly connecting with destination-country recruitment agencies to complete the trafficking process.

Western African OCGs active in Western Africa and Europe use mostly social networks, including Facebook and WhatsApp, to recruit victims of human trafficking and migrant smuggling. Some of them were found to offer ‘travel packages’ including all necessary items for the journey. OCGs have most probably developed links with local gangs active in sexual exploitation as well as other crimes such as THB, migrant smuggling, fraud, corruption, document forgery and money laundering.

Western African OCGs, actively using social media for transnational human trafficking purposes have possible links to Europe and other parts of the African continent.

Central African OCGs active in recruiting people online for trafficking purposes are often composed of local community members, such as former religious leaders and victims who have turned into perpetrators. Some OCGs active online also involve family members.

Eastern African OCGs active in human trafficking are found to have links to the Gulf region.

Sexual abuse/exploitation of children

In Eastern Africa, ‘diva clubs’ attract young girls using social media platforms and convince them to expose themselves sexually.

Environmental crimes

OCGs active in Western Africa offer and sell their illegal wildlife products online.

In Western Africa, some former ‘Yahoo Boys’, previously active in online financial scams, have moved to selling pangolin scales and ivory artefacts online, with links in Western Africa, Europe and Asia.

Trafficking in works of art

Some OCGs active in trafficking in works of art online in connection to Africa are probably originating from the Middle East and North Africa with links to Europe and the USA.

Trafficking in stolen motor vehicles

OCGs active in trafficking in SMV in Africa use the Internet to forge documents and sell stolen cars as well as other vehicle components. OCGs active in Western Africa forge Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN) and deceive their clients using illegitimate websites to sell non-existent vehicles.

Dark web

Based on the analysis of available information, it is likely that crime elements active in Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa are investing in dark web activities.

It is likely that OCGs are active in the MENA underground.

Predictions suggest that Western African cybercriminals are likely to form their own online criminal communities in the framework of a Western African underground market.

On the dark web, vendor sites can be managed by a single individual or an OCG. However, given that marketplaces are platforms that gather sellers and buyers interested in multiple types of products and services, sometimes in different languages, it is likely that OCGs investing on the dark web, are investing in
marketplaces. Forums also possibly provide a platform for future members of OCGs to initiate contact seemingly anonymously.

Main techniques

In some crime areas, online markets offering illicit products are extensions of physical black markets. The analysis reveals that in most cases, cyber criminals initiate contact with would-be victims or customers through online platforms, mainly Facebook groups. Once negotiations start, they move to more private platforms, such as encrypted messaging applications and phones. When and/or if needed, physical contact between the offender and/or associate and the future victim is established.

Payment methods used are mostly cash, mobile money, online transfer and cryptocurrency.

Use of Facebook

OCGs active online use mainly Facebook to support their illegal activities. They use it to share know-how and best practices as well as to offer and sell products and services in closed groups. They also use the platform to promote third party sites, on the surface and dark web.

Facebook has become the go-to web platform for OCGs active in Africa due to the features that it offers and which can support criminal activity easily. This includes the privacy settings that Facebook provides, including ‘public’, ‘closed’ and ‘secret’, which give the administrator the freedom to decide who joins the group, further complicating enforcement attempts. In some cases, future members must reply to screening questions, in others, they need to commit to paying a 20 per cent commission to the administrator after any sale. Traffickers also use video and pictures to advertise products, encrypted messages for communication and the ‘Buy and Sell’ feature. Such features allow traffickers to connect with individuals engaged in similar criminal interests easier and expand as a result their networks effortlessly.

It should be noted that traffickers avoid using terminology that can be tracked by law enforcement on Facebook, and often move to WhatsApp for negotiations after initial contact on Facebook. The encryption features of WhatsApp has made it in recent years the method of choice for communication between traffickers and smugglers.25

Information gathering and tailoring the message

In many cases, the sophistication and success of the cyber-enabled crime is highly dependent on the hard work that attackers have put into preparing the scam and tailoring the message. This requires OCGs to use legitimate online tools to study the profiles of future victims, including e-mail tools and business listings. In addition, they also monitor and study future victims’ profiles on social media websites (i.e. location, interests, contacts, images, social situation, personal taste, etc.). Using these tactics, OCGs can identify expectations and exploit the emotional vulnerabilities of future victims. This is how OCGs maximize the chances that a user buys a product or chooses to benefit from a service.

Use of middlemen/women

Analysis of online crime in connection to Africa reveals that OCGs likely employ middlemen/women to support the criminal process. Some former members of OCGs are acting as middlemen/women by accompanying potential customers, with whom contact was initiated online, to check out physical products. When deals are made through online markets, middle agents are employed to arrange the transfer and sometimes move the pieces ordered themselves. Sometimes, they are employed to move the money gained.
Middlemen/women also use their online pages to advertise items and demonstrate to potential customers their access to buyers or particular products. In the case where one of their contacts is interested, middle agents would buy the product, and resell it to them at a higher price.

4. SURFACE WEB AND DEEP WEB

4.1. Financial crimes online

African OCGs are likely engaged with counterparts across the world to commit online financial crimes targeting African and non-African countries as well as generate large sums of illegal money. Financial crimes pose significant threat to member countries as victims include not only individuals, but private entities, governmental bodies and national institutions. The complex and transnational nature of this under-reported, and sometimes undetectable crime, further complicates enforcement measures.  

Financial crimes occur on the three web levels:

- The surface web (i.e. scam classified ads, fake phishing websites, scam tutorials, etc.);
- The deep web (i.e. phishing e-mails, social media used for social engineering, etc.);
- The dark web (i.e. malware markets, stolen financial data, etc.).

Online financial crimes can be divided into two categories: cyber-dependent crimes, when targeting a system, network, or software and cyber-enabled crimes, as previously mentioned, when a ‘traditional’ crime is facilitated by the Internet. In some cases, online financial crimes are complex and hybrid, combining cyber-dependent and enabled techniques, such as in some Business Email Compromise (BEC) scams.

The examination of available information reveals that online financial crimes are the most prevalent and developing crimes on the African web. These crimes can take many forms. In the public version of the report, only cyber-enabled financial crimes will be examined in details.

African OCGs, mostly West Africans, are likely conducting various forms of cyber-enabled financial crimes that target African as well as non-African countries.

Main online platforms used: Facebook, e-mail, WhatsApp, etc.

Main payment methods used: Western Union, Orange Money, Express Union, wire transfers, gift cards, etc.

Online financial crimes are cyber-enabled when the Internet is used as a facilitator for the crime, such as a means to reach the victim’s money. In this case, social engineering is the key ingredient for bypassing the traditional defense perimeters and committing fraud. Cyber-enabled offenders can be entry-level criminals, mid-level criminals and the most advanced cybercriminals, depending on their technical abilities.

Business Email Compromise (BEC)

BEC scams originating in Africa, mainly Western Africa, targeting victims based in non-African and African countries are likely the most used online financial crimes by OCGs connected to Africa.

As defined by INTERPOL, BEC occurs when “criminals hack into email systems or use social engineering tactics to gain information about corporate payment systems, then deceive
company employees into transferring money into their bank account”. BEC is a global phenomenon increasingly targeting businesses, administrations and individuals worldwide, including in Africa. On the continent, BEC scams are increasing rapidly, with losses amounting to USD to USD 2 million in 2016.

According to open sources, BEC cases are reported in Central Africa and in Northern Africa. In Eastern Africa, cybercrime losses in Kenya reportedly amounted to an estimated USD 295 million in 2018, “with BEC being one of the main ways used to defraud local businesses.” It is also a common threat in Rwanda, where the cost of cyber fraud more than doubled between 2017 and 2018, increasing from USD 432,019 (RWF 400,000) to USD 6,480,294 (RWF 6,000,000,000).

In a 2018 report, South African Banking Risk Information Centre (SABRIC) reported that BEC is among the most prominent schemes having an impact on the digital banking industry. In 2019, SABRIC indicated that South Africa and in line with global trends, has witnessed an increase in BEC cases.

In addition, multiple open sources indicate that BEC scammers from Western African countries are targeting individuals as well as companies in Africa and abroad. It is worth noting that some Western African offenders tend to settle outside their country of origin and operate in Western African countries, or in other African regions. For example, some Nigerians have reportedly settled in Ghana and Senegal, whereas some Ivorians have settled in Mali, Benin and Togo, allegedly to evade law enforcement efforts.

In order to transfer the money illegally from abroad to accomplices based in Western Africa, some cyber OCGs use money mules. These individuals are usually based in the victim’s country and route the money through their bank accounts, holding a percentage of the money. In this context, according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), romance scams’ victims have been also used as money mules to cash out or transfer money stolen from BEC scams. Multiple sources reveal that Nigerian cybercriminals, after focusing on simpler scams such as romance scams and/or advanced-fee fraud, have moved in recent years to sophisticated BEC scams using Remote Access Tool (RAT) as well as malwares from Russian and other illegal English-speaking forums in the deep and dark web.

In many cases, African OCGs operate outside Africa. A recent analysis uncovered the working method of London Blue, a Nigerian gang with members based in the United Kingdom, targeting companies and operating like a modern corporation with members carrying out specialized functions. A potential victims list of more than 50,000 corporate officials in 82 different countries (mainly Europe and the USA), of which 71 per cent were CEOs, was identified.
According to a survey on BEC fraud, the most-targeted countries are the USA, closely followed by China, France, Germany, India, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Turkey, the UAE and the UK. Industries most targeted by BEC campaigns in 2016 included manufacturing businesses, which accounted for nearly half of the victims (45.96 per cent), followed by food and beverages companies (5.05 per cent) and retail businesses (3.54 per cent).

CASE STUDY

On 10 September 2019, the U.S. Department of Justice announced that Operation REWIRED, a coordinated international enforcement operation, disrupted BEC schemes that were designed to deceive businesses and individuals. The four-month operation resulted in the seizure of approximately USD 3.7 million as well as the arrest of 281 individuals in the United States and overseas, including 167 in Nigeria, 18 in Turkey and 15 in Ghana. Arrests also included individuals in France, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Malaysia, and the UK.


In this context, multiple sources indicate that Nigerian cybercriminals are likely to rely on Nigeria-based Bureau de change (BDC) operators as key facilitators when transferring and laundering financial fraud proceeds. BDC operators are financial service providers, registered with the Nigerian government who deal mostly in legitimate transactions. A 2016 report on money laundering rated the vulnerability of BDCs to money laundering as very high. More recently, the Central Bank of Nigeria urged BDC operators in Nigeria to self-regulate to better combat money laundering.

In addition, perpetrators on the continent use advance money laundering techniques including the use of Banks in China, particularly in Hong Kong. Nigerian OCGs, such as the Black Axe confraternity, have invested in cybercrime in Africa but also abroad (i.e. Canada, the USA and Italy). To exchange information and organize themselves, these groups use closed Facebook groups. According to open sources, cybercriminals use closed Facebook groups to share know-how relative to social engineering schemes and to offer malware, stolen personal information and illegal financial services such as money mule services.

In addition, iTunes or Google Play gift cards are becoming increasingly popular methods of cashing out among cybercriminals as they
allow them to collect the money quickly and directly, without the help of a money mule who has to be paid and whose account could be monitored and shut down by law enforcement. However, the money gained through gift cards is less than what is gained through fraudulent wire transfers (between USD 1,000 and USD 2,000 compared to USD 35,000). This is why some cybercriminals use gift cards to buy cryptocurrencies. For example, some cybercriminals use a USA-based peer-to-peer market called Paxful to buy bitcoins using their gift cards. To convert the bitcoins into cash, cybercriminals uses Reminato, another peer-to-peer market place. The process is quick and can be completed in less than three hours. The use of cryptocurrencies seems well entrenched in Western African cybercriminal OCGs, and tends to develop in all other African regions, except in Central Africa.

**Sextortion**

It is likely that sextortion originating in Africa, mostly in Western and Northern Africa, targets males and females in African and non-African countries.

As defined by INTERPOL, sextortion occurs when “victims (often men) are tricked by an attractive stranger into participating in naked videos chats which are secretly recorded and subsequently used for blackmail”. This type of offense is widespread in Africa.

In Western Africa, cases of sextortion are reportedly originating from Senegal and Nigeria. In Ghana, sextortion recently ranked second with about 10 cases recorded each week, most of which involve children and young people.

In an analysis carried out in 2018, l’Office central de lutte contre la criminalité liée aux technologies de l’information et de la communication (OCLCTIC) reveals that the vast majority of cases originate from French-speaking African countries, where OCGs use anonymization means. Such means include Virtual Private Networks (VPN), used to create fake online accounts, which further complicate identification attempts by law enforcement. The source also indicates that 60 per cent of victims examined were deceived through an online dating site and 70 per cent had not made the payment claimed by the author. The follow-up of the files led to approximately 80 reports that were sent through the INTERPOL channel to the concerned member countries, mainly from Western Africa, Northern Africa, and Southern Africa. Out of 900 procedures identified, 96 per cent of the victims were male and 84 per cent were adults, most often young adults, around 19 years old.

Cybercriminals are also active in Morocco. They mainly use fake female profiles to deceive individuals, mostly from Morocco. In Southern Africa, in South Africa the offense is reportedly on the rise via email and social media, especially via WhatsApp and Facebook. In Central Africa, cases of sextortion were reported in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Gabon and Cameroun, where Facebook and Western Union are used for money remittance.

Analysis of victim profiles indicate that, overall, they are predominantly male, when targeted outside Africa, but women appear to be more targeted on the African continent. In Ghana, women represent approximately 99 per cent of sextortion victims. In Cameroon, cases of women being tricked by a would-be ‘European husband’, who uses a webcam to record compromising material involving the women and then blackmail them, were reported.
Available data also show that sextortion scams may be used for human trafficking purposes.\textsuperscript{71}

**Romance scam**

Romance scams originating in Africa, mostly Western Africa, have an inter-regional as well as an intercontinental nature.

This type of scam occurs when “criminals develop a ‘relationship’ with victims through social media with the ultimate goal of obtaining money”.\textsuperscript{72}

In Western Africa, offenders are active in Benin,\textsuperscript{73} Côte d’Ivoire,\textsuperscript{74} Guinea,\textsuperscript{75} Nigeria\textsuperscript{76} and Ghana.\textsuperscript{77} To contact their victims, romance scammers use dating sites, Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp and Hangouts.\textsuperscript{78} Open sources report similar cases across the continent in Northern Africa,\textsuperscript{79} \textsuperscript{80} Central Africa,\textsuperscript{81} and Southern Africa.\textsuperscript{82}

A 2018 analysis focusing on the geographic origins of romance scams, based on the analysis of a dataset of real online scamming profiles, reveals that their origins are mostly Western Africa, including Ghana, Togo, Senegal, and Côte d’Ivoire, with Nigeria as the largest single contributor. South Africa also appears to be an important African origin of this crime, followed by Kenya, to a lesser extent. Locations given in fake profiles indicate that that the most targeted countries are the USA (63 per cent), followed by the UK (11 per cent), Germany (3 per cent) and Canada (2 per cent).\textsuperscript{83}

**Phishing**

Despite different levels of reporting between African countries, phishing scams are increasingly opportunist scams that are likely spread on the continent and constitute a lucrative illegal activity for OCGs in Africa.

As defined by INTERPOL, phishing refers to when offenders send “fake emails/text messages/telephone calls purporting to be from a legitimate source such as a bank or e-commerce site that are used to induce individuals to reveal personal or financial information”.\textsuperscript{84} In Africa, phishing is widespread.

In 2017, it was reported that Southern Africa witnessed an increase in the phishing websites hosted on its infrastructure.\textsuperscript{85} In this context, a 2018 survey conducted in South Africa showed that 90 per cent of respondents have fallen victims to security incidents resulting from a deceptive e-mail.\textsuperscript{86} According to a 2018 Serianu study, the cost of phishing targeting businesses in Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, Uganda, and Tanzania is estimated at USD 108 million.\textsuperscript{87}

In addition, the results of a 2019 survey conducted across the African continent show that 28 per cent of respondents from Eastern Africa, Northern Africa, Southern Africa and Western Africa, have fallen victims to a phishing email and 50 per cent have had a malware infection.\textsuperscript{88}

---

**CASE STUDY**

In April 2018, six offenders were arrested in France. The victim, having established a virtual love affair via a dating site, was driven to send 9000 euros in exchange for three checks that turned out to be stolen. To transfer the funds to Côte d’Ivoire, where the fraud was originating, the offenders used the services of occult bankers, prepaid cards and cryptocurrencies. After investigation, it appeared that 700 prepaid cards were involved, representing almost 3 million euros.

Advance-fee fraud and variants

Advance-fee fraud and its variants, including ‘Stranded Traveler’ fraud and unexpected money scams, are reportedly occurring across the African continent.

This type of scam occurs when the victim pays money to someone in anticipation of receiving something of greater value that was promised, mostly through online means—such as a loan, contract, investment, or gift—and then receives little or nothing in return. The development and growth of mobile money in Africa has also contributed to the increase in advance-fee scams on the African continent.

‘Stranded Traveler’ fraud and other appeal for compassion scams could be perceived as variants of the Advance-fee fraud. This type of scam occurs when the offender takes control of a social network account to impersonate the account owner and asks contacts for emergency financial help, usually while overseas.

The unexpected money scam, which occurs when scammers offer the victim a large sum of money/inheritance/gift and trick them into parting with their money or sharing bank or credit card details, is another variant of the Advance-fee fraud.

In Western Africa, advance-fee fraud is widely spread and payment is increasingly made via mobile money. In Central Africa, advance payment is usually requested against precious gems, animals and works of art offered for sale online. In Eastern Africa, similar schemes are reported with goods sold and paid for via mobile money transfers, where victims never received the goods. In Northern Africa, in 2019, authorities warned about online fake job advertisement, fake lottery prize and fake charity call, operating on social networks such as Facebook or Twitter. Similar scams are reported in Southern Africa as well.

Scammers also tend to exploit crisis situations for financial gain. In Cameroon, some victims received threatening emails and messages through social media, asking them to demonstrate that they have “chosen a side” in the Anglophone Crisis by sending mobile funds to the scammer.

4.2. Trafficking in human beings and people smuggling

African OCGs likely use social networking sites in the process of trafficking and smuggling of African victims inter-regionally and transnationally.

The main online platforms used: Facebook, WhatsApp, e-mails, Instagram, Haraj, 4Sales, Twitter, Telegram, etc.

Human trafficking is a lucrative form of transnational organized crime, constituting modern-day slavery. The victims, considered as commodities by criminals, are targeted due to their vulnerabilities and trafficked between countries and regions using deception or coercion. Deprived from their freedom of movement and choice, they can be exploited for forced labor, forced criminal activities, sexual exploitation and removal of organs. Human trafficking is linked to a number of crimes, including illicit money flows, the use of fraudulent travel documents and cybercrimes.

According to Article 3 of the Smuggling of Migrants Protocol of the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, smuggling of migrants is the “the procurement, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the person is not a national or a permanent resident.” Migrant smuggling is closely connected to human trafficking, as some smugglers may exploit the migrants
while being smuggled. Unlike victims of human trafficking, migrants who pay a smuggler in order to illegally enter a country do so willingly, and the relationship between the two ends once at the destination.\textsuperscript{101}

### CASE STUDY

Between 21 and 31 January 2020, the INTERPOL-supported operation SARRAOUNIA in Niger led to the rescue of 232 victims of human trafficking, including 46 minors, who were saved from forced begging and sexual exploitation. The operation revealed that 180 male victims had been recruited online from Ghana and were promised ‘decent work’. Traffickers also promised that travel fees and costs relating to the recruitment, including commissions, would be deducted from future wages.


In Africa, human traffickers use the Internet to identify, recruit, coerce and control victims as well as to advertise the services or products resulting from their exploitation.

#### 4.2.1. Human trafficking facilitated online

**Recruitment**

OCGs in Africa use social networking sites to study the profiles of potential victims, tailor their approach towards them and eventually recruit victims online.

Criminals have access to a wide pool of potential victims online, using emails, instant messaging applications and social networking...
sites, etc. The analysis of available information on potential victims online (i.e. location, contacts, images, personal taste, etc.) allows traffickers to tailor their approach to fit the victim’s expectation and/or exploit their emotional vulnerability.

In its 2018 threat assessment, ENACT INTERPOL indicated that “women may be lured by fraudulent Internet marriage proposals or offers of well-paid jobs, and subsequently subjected to forced prostitution or forced labor within their countries and/or abroad, primarily in Europe and the Middle East.”

A recent Europol report revealed that “sexual exploitation is the most reported purpose for human traffickers in the European Union (EU) and that the non-EU national victims of the traffic are mainly originating from Nigeria.” Nigerian networks, or confraternities, are known for the sexual exploitation of their female compatriots in Europe where they developed links with local criminal groups. They are involved in trafficking in human beings, and active in other criminal businesses linked to the crime such as fraud, corruption, migrant smuggling, forging documents and money laundering. Victims are recruited in their own country using false promises of jobs in Europe, and are often obliged to reimburse the ‘free’ trip to EU through prostitution. Abroad, they are controlled by their traffickers after being indoctrinated into voodoo beliefs and rituals.

A 2019 report by the International Organization for Migration (IOM) warned about the increased number of women and girls being trafficked from Côte d’Ivoire to Europe and Northern Africa, suffering abuse, slavery and prostitution. The report specifies that often, friends of the victim, relatives and people who attend their families carry out the recruitment. Traffickers also use social media to entice potential victims.

In Côte d’Ivoire, according to the US Department of State, human traffickers “often operate in well-established networks consisting of both Ivorians and foreigners and, in cases of transnational trafficking, use social media, making networks difficult for law enforcement to detect.”

In Western Africa, domestic servant trafficking networks typically involve destination-country recruitment agencies that use Africa-based intermediaries to fraudulently recruit the victims for work abroad.

In some cases, victims of human trafficking can be used to commit financial cyber-enabled crimes. In March 2019, a gang of Nigerian nationals was arrested in Dakar, Senegal. Their modus operandi was to exploit victims of human trafficking by using them to make online scams through social networking sites to deceive individuals in several countries, including Ghana.

In Central Africa, trafficking networks are often composed of local community members, including religious leaders as well as former victims who have now become perpetrators. They use the Internet and media to advertise jobs and eventually sell other Central Africans as domestic servants to families abroad. Similar MOs are perceived in Western Africa, where domestic servant trafficking networks typically involve destination-country recruitment agencies that use Africa-based intermediaries to fraudulently recruit the victims for work abroad.
In Central Africa, a specific modus operandi has been depicted. To attract their potential victims, OCGs use social media, WhatsApp groups advertised on posters in the streets, shops, universities, fake advertisement on e-commerce websites, etc. Typically, offers are fake proposals of work in Europe or in the Gulf countries, study opportunities in universities (i.e. in China, Cyprus, Italia, Turkey, etc.), or musical, fashion and modelling contests, fake online romance, etc. No matter the scheme, victims will have to pay important sums, send pictures and personal data required for the ‘registration process’, airline tickets, or the provision of forged passports. Based on the profiles of victims, traffickers select the ones to be smuggled for sexual or labor exploitation. In some cases, corruption of lawyers or law enforcement facilitates the process. The entire process is completed online through WhatsApp or Facebook.\textsuperscript{112}In Eastern Africa, open sources report the use of online platforms to facilitate human trafficking and migrant smuggling. For instance, OCGs’ members based in Burundi communicate with accomplices in the Gulf region through WhatsApp. They use fake job advertisements to traffic young girls in the Gulf countries, where they are reportedly sexually exploited.\textsuperscript{113}

Human trafficking has been found to have a cyber-component in the Southern African region as well. Recruitment of both victims of domestic servitude or sexual exploitation occurs online, and related services are advertised and negotiated on a range of online platforms.\textsuperscript{114} In Zambia, WhatsApp and Facebook groups are also used to link people involved in prostitution and sex-buyers.\textsuperscript{115}

Controlling victims

Technology allows traffickers to exert control over victims without meeting them personally. When contact is established via social media or messaging applications, traffickers are able to manipulate the victims and exert a remote control over them. Threats and deception may be used by traffickers to gather compromising information on the victim (i.e. images, videos, etc.) as a means to gain control. In some cases, traffickers blackmail the victim, threatening them to send the compromising material to their relatives and families.

Advertisement and exploitation

Victims of human trafficking are considered as commodities and the Internet facilitates their exploitation. Open sources report that Internet websites and social networks platforms such as Instagram, Haraj and 4Sales allow the illegal buying and selling of victims of human trafficking from Eastern and Western Africa to be exploited in the MENA region as domestic workers. Users also share on these online platforms best practices and technics for controlling trafficked housemaids better by locking them in the house or confiscating their passports.\textsuperscript{116,117}

A recent study reports how Western African OCGs use online platforms to offer victims to potential customers in Europe. Advertisement with pictures of the victims are posted online and customers can arrange a meeting with the victims. They can also leave a comment or even evaluate the sexual services offered on Facebook and Twitter, where new potential customers can see this.\textsuperscript{118}

4.2.2. Smuggling of migrants facilitated online

The Internet, and particularly social media, are likely used to facilitate migrant smuggling in Africa. According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), smugglers use the Internet to promote their services by posting advertisements online including images, payment and visa modalities, etc. This typically occurs on Facebook groups used by
migrants. Usually, the potential customer can contact the smuggler using encrypted messaging applications. Smugglers also use social media to communicate with the migrants and to organize the logistical aspect of their travel. For instance, a migrant describing her journey out of Eritrea said she was given ‘a code via Internet’ and was asked “to wear a red band on [her] left wrist.” At the meeting point, she was identified by the smugglers and had to give the code.

Migrants also use social media as ‘consumer forums’. To reduce possible risks before and during their travel, they consult reviews and feedbacks posted by other migrants to select the best route, avoid violent smugglers and compare prices and services. The use of social media such as Facebook, Viber, Skype and WhatsApp, both on mobile phones and computers, has been documented for smugglers from Eritrea and Ethiopia.

Sub-Saharan African migrants “tend to rely on personal connections and recommendations from friends or family members rather than gathering information from the social media or open sources” to cross the Mediterranean Sea. They often hire local smugglers recommended by fellow citizens who work with the smugglers.

Available information suggests that a migrant willing to travel is likely to be exploited by smugglers. In some cases, the Internet is a way to blackmail the family of the migrant. The torture of migrants from Eritrea and Somalia, for example, was recorded and later sent to their families via social media in an attempt to have them released against the payment of a ransom.

4.3. Crimes against children online

African and non-African cyber criminals, some likely members of OCGs, use social networking sites to contact, solicit and sometimes blackmail their young victims as well as sell sexual materials produced.

The main online platforms used: Facebook Messenger, e-mail, WhatsApp, Snapchat,
Instagram, Skype, Telegram, Badoo, Gaydar, Afribaba, eDonkey, BitTorrent, Gigatribe, etc.

Children can be victims of various forms of violence, including trafficking, forced labor and abduction as well as sexual abuse and exploitation.

The Internet facilitates sexual exploitation and abuse of children by increasing the number of potential victims and expanding access to them, since it provides many means to contact and solicit victims. It also allows the exchange of information between child sex offenders and provides a space to share, buy and sell child sexual abuse/exploitation material.

The African continent is not spared from this developing phenomenon. In 2013, End Child Prostitution, Child Pornography and Trafficking (ECPAT) conducted a youth-lead survey to prevent sexual exploitation online in Central Africa, Eastern Africa, and Western Africa. At the time, 54 per cent of children had seen someone of their age in pornographic material online and about 10 per cent of children had been approached by online contacts to share sexualized images. It is estimated that these percentages have continued to increase over the years.

A 2019 report by the African Child Policy Forum (ACPF) and the OAK Foundation, suggested that the rise in child sexual exploitation in Africa draws on two trends: the development of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) and travel, which allow abusers to commit their crimes online as well as offline. The report notes that this fast-growing form of crime affects many countries across the continent, particularly those that benefit the most from Internet coverage. The lack of adequate legislation in most African countries aiming at protecting children in cyberspace further exacerbates the problem on the continent.

In Western Africa, according to recent reports, young girls are recruited to take part in pornographic films and bestiality. Eastern Africa also witnesses this type of crime. In Kenya, children of single parents and those living in urban slums are the most exposed to pornographic material, making them the most vulnerable to sexual exploitation online. In Uganda, a high number of children is estimated
to be victims of sexual child abuse weekly though videos, photos and films, sometimes linked to ‘ekimansulo’, a form of strip dancing. In South Africa, reports indicate that girls have fallen victims to men that they met online and later were sexually abused and exploited by them. Countries in Eastern Africa, Southern Africa, and Western Africa have reported of tourists sexually abusing children and producing child pornography material.

Below are some of the most popular MOs of child sexual exploitation found across the African continent.

Online grooming

Online grooming is witnessed across the African continent. This modus operandi refers to when an adult, most often male, befriends a child with the aim of sexually abusing him/her. The adult uses social media platforms and communication applications to access children’s accounts and choose their potential victims. Using the information gathered on their target (i.e. interests, family, social situations, etc.), criminals initiate contact with the child and try to gain their friendship and trust. Generally, the perpetrator also seeks to assess the risk of being detected, and/or to convince the child to keep their relationship secret. The final aim is to sexually abuse and/or exploit the child, offline or online. Cases of online grooming have been reported in Eastern Africa and Western Africa.

Production of child sexual abuse/exploitation material

Cases of child sexual exploitation and sextortion are increasingly reported across the African continent. Child sexual exploitation and abuse material is the “representation, by whatever means, of a child engaged in real or simulated explicit sexual activities or representation of the sexual parts of a child for primarily sexual purposes”.126

These representations (i.e. images, videos) are distributed via e-mail, instant messaging applications, chat rooms, peer-to-peer file sharing networks (i.e. eDonkey, BitTorrent, and Gigatribe), social media platforms, and unencrypted and encrypted communication applications (i.e. Skype, Telegram and WhatsApp). Child sexual exploitation and abuse material is also traded on password-protected sites, bulletin boards and forums, on the visible, deep and dark web. According to open sources, a large number of cases of sale or diffusion of child sexual abuse/exploitation material is reported in Eastern Africa, Southern Africa, and Western Africa.

Sextortion cases, when child exploitation material is used to blackmail the victim, have been also reported in Eastern Africa and

Members of the ‘diva clubs’ communicate mainly online using social media platforms such as WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Snapchat and Instagram. They mostly share stories and photos of socialization, including sexual experiences.

In Western Africa, a survey shows that 70.8 per cent of the victims are contacted on social media platforms including Facebook, Badoo, Gaydar and Afribaba, for discretion. In Eastern Africa, online grooming involves individuals and OCGs using social media platforms. Sources indicate that the emerging trend of ‘diva clubs’ involves girls in secondary schools getting invited by current or former students and associate adults. Members of the ‘diva clubs’ communicate mainly online using social media platforms such as WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Snapchat and Instagram. They mostly share stories and photos of socialization, including sexual experiences.
Western Africa. Typically, children are asked to pay a certain amount of money, or the material will be published online.

In a survey conducted in Western Africa, young girls between 14 and 17 years confided that they were approached by individuals in order to take pictures or film them naked. In total, 2.8 per cent of the children surveyed said that they were involved in child sexual abuse or exploitation material. Despite this low percentage, several cross sources show that the circulation of material is increasingly popular in the Ivorian society and develops through easy access.

**Live streaming of child sexual abuse**

Streaming of child sexual abuse is increasingly perpetrated in Africa. This criminal activity can occur on online chat rooms, social media platforms and communication applications. Viewers can be passive (i.e. they pay to watch) or active (i.e. they pay to communicate with the child, the sexual abuser, and/or facilitator of the child sexual abuse). Open Sources suggest that live streaming of child sexual abuse is perpetrated in Eastern Africa and Southern Africa.

**Role of social networks**

Social networking sites facilitate a wide range of activities linked to online sexual exploitation in Africa. In Southern Africa, social networks have facilitated exploitation of children for prostitution with Facebook as the main platform used due to its free nature and lack of oversight. Social networks have also enabled the sexual exploitation of minors. Fake online advertisement for modelling jobs or material goods lead minors into prostitution networks. Social networks also permit abusers to access online services easier, making child exploitation even more profitable.

The growing phenomenon has prompted police authorities in some African countries to develop policies and strategies to combat this form of crime. In Kenya for example, authorities expanded their Police Child Protection Unit to include an online/cybercrimes unit in August 2018 to monitor and arrest suspected perpetrators of child abuse and exploitation.

### 4.4. Trafficking in works of art online

African OCGs, mainly North African, are likely using social networking sites to facilitate the looting and trafficking of stolen works of art across the continent but also transnationally.

The main online platforms used: Facebook, Instagram, etc.

Trafficking in works of art is an increasingly attractive activity for OCGs as there is a high market demand for cultural objects, which makes their illegal commerce profitable. Due to poor socio-economic and security conditions in some regions, these objects are fairly easy to obtain through theft, illicit excavation and removal of cultural property. In addition, regulations and detection are not very effective due to the interrelatedness between the licit and illicit antiquity sectors.

The African continent is more and more affected by the illicit trafficking in cultural heritage, which is increasingly being facilitated by the use of Internet and social media.

In Northern Africa for example, Internet and social media facilitate looting as well as trafficking in works of art. According to the 2018 ENACT threat assessment of Serious and Organized Crime in the Southern African Region, works of art are mostly trafficked from the African continent to Europe, North America and the Gulf states.
Looting

OCGs are increasingly using social networking sites, such as Facebook, to foster works of art looting in Africa. According to research online, Facebook pages or groups are dedicated to looting and sharing information on how to illegally dig and find tombs, as well as the types of material to look for.

For example, in October 2017, a member of a Facebook group posted on the group page detailed instructions on how to find and steal Roman tombs, including the material the looter should expect to find (see figure 5). Featured photos were attached to the instructions. Analysis indicated that soon after this was posted, material relating to the Roman-era were posted on the same page.

Sellers also post on these groups photos of sales made by major auction houses in order to select items, according to market demands (see figure 6).

Trafficking

Northern Africa emerges as a hub for trafficking of works of art in Africa, based on available social networking data. The online sale of works of art is not the main method used by traffickers. Illicit cultural property is mainly sold through art dealers and galleries, auction houses, newspaper adverts, flea markets and antique shops. However, Internet facilitates and boosts the trafficking of artefacts. An increase of this phenomenon has been noted according to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

The online sales of cultural objects can be operated in two different ways:

- **Business to consumer (B2C):** companies sell directly to the public (Internet dealers) and/or organize online auctions (Internet auctions);
- **Consumer to consumer (C2C):** an individual sells an artefact to another individual.

Internet platform providers, which usually charge a flat fee or commission for this activity,
are considered to be intermediaries.\textsuperscript{139} Online sellers also use social media sites, such as Facebook, to complete deals (see figure 7).\textsuperscript{140} \textsuperscript{141}  

According to UNESCO, “most of the objects offered for sale on the Internet do not have authentic documentation”. The lack of documentation is an useful factor to identify an artefact that have been obtained through illegal excavation and offered for sale in violation of relevant national legislation.\textsuperscript{142} Most often, online C2C sellers do not provide export permission from the country where the object is located at the time of sale.

B2C websites are also affected by the sale of illegally exported works of arts and antiques. In 2016, MILLON, a French auction house listed Egyptian antiques in its online catalog. After investigations, it appeared that the objects had been declared stolen and were returned to Egypt.\textsuperscript{143} Social media sites,\textsuperscript{144} such as Instagram\textsuperscript{145} or Facebook groups dedicated to trafficking, are used as online marketplaces, mainly to facilitate and arrange the moving of pieces and establish connections between buyers and middlemen/women. Some members of the groups make also loot-to-order requests.\textsuperscript{146} \textsuperscript{147}  

The examination of the members’ profiles of some of these Facebook groups identifies the origin of some of the traffickers as the Middle East and North Africa, including Algeria, Egypt and Morocco, in addition to locations outside the region. The online sale attracts users from Europe as well as the USA. The analysis also reveals that most users appear to use their personal Facebook profiles when engaging in the aforementioned activities.\textsuperscript{148}  

Open sources suggest that Northern Africa,\textsuperscript{149} in particular Egypt,\textsuperscript{151} is the most affected region in Africa by this type of crime. As previously mentioned, a great deal of Egyptian artefacts were found to be sold via Facebook. The International Council of Museums (ICOM) also documented sales of Egyptian artefacts on eBay.\textsuperscript{152} In May 2018, media reports indicated that a specialized unit of the Tunisian police had dismantled an antiquity trafficking network operating on the dark web. The group, which was composed of 6 persons based in Tunis, attempted to sell Hebrew manuscripts of great historical value.\textsuperscript{153}
A recent study on the trafficking of illicit antiquities on Facebook, including mosaics, architectural elements, and pharaonic coffins, confirms Northern Africa as a hub on the continent, based on sale offers posted in a number of Facebook groups. Group members from Côte d’Ivoire, Mauritania, Nigeria, South Africa and Sudan also made offers on group pages. The study uncovers a transnational network of traffickers with active members based in Northern Africa. The network was composed of “488 individual administrators controlling a total of 1,947,195 members across 95 Facebook groups”. Members of the groups appear to be average citizens, middlemen/women as well as violent extremists.

Figures 8 and 9 are screenshots taken in the framework of the study, showing a variety of illicit items offered on the platform.¹⁵⁴
4.5. Environmental crimes online

African OCGs, almost certainly connected with transnational counterparts, are increasingly using social-media based trade for IWT through the help of middlemen/women.

The main online platforms used: Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter, e-commerce platforms, Jiji.ng, Nairaland, etc.

In a 2017 report, the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) examined the availability of wild animals and their products on online marketplaces and social media platforms in Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania and Uganda or used by traders that indicated they were based in these countries. The study found endangered and threatened wildlife advertisements across 33 online marketplaces and 3 social media platforms across seven African countries, offering 9,481 specimens of animals evaluated at approximately USD 5,828,608. The study also highlighted Nigeria and South Africa for having significant levels of protected species trade with respectively 72.5 per cent, and 22 per cent of the advertisements linking back to them. In contrast, Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda had very little wildlife for sale online.

According to the study, Kenya is “one of the world’s major sources of trafficked wildlife products” and experiences a high Internet access rate. However, in the IFAW study, Kenya only accounts for 2.9 per cent of the endangered and threatened wildlife advertisements found online. The study revealed that East African countries, including Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda only represented 36 advertisements out of the 990 retrieved, corresponding to 3.6 per cent of the total. Moreover, it is worth noting that TRAFFIC has identified Tanzania as a key country regarding wildlife cybercrime.

The study revealed that 90 per cent of the advertisements were posted on e-commerce platforms. Wildlife trade was found on social media in Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria and South Africa. In addition, some studies have already noted a shift of traders from e-commerce platforms towards more discreet social media platforms on the deep web. It is probable that such a phenomenon occurs in the studied countries, in particular in regions that witness a strengthening of control and enforcement on local e-commerce platforms.

Western Africa

In its 2018 threat assessment, ENACT indicates that in Western Africa, OCGs tend to “use the Internet to offer and sell their illegal products”. In Nigeria, according to open sources, local criminals are using social networks or online platforms such as the free classified site Jiji.ng (where ivory trade is permitted), business directory Vconnect.com or the online forum Nairaland to advertise pangolin scales and ivory artefacts. Buyers have been identified as rich Nigerians, Asians and Europeans living in Nigeria. Open sources recently reported ongoing activity on Facebook of pages selling illegal wildlife products such as pangolin scales, from Western Africa to Asian markets. It is worth mentioning that some of these illicit traders are former ‘Yahoo Boys’, Nigerian online scammers well-known for their 419 scams. It is likely that these criminals expanded their illegal activities online due to the “general decline in proceeds from 419 scams and growing police trouble.” They act as middlemen/women in real life now, bringing their customers who have been contacted online to the Jakande Ivory Market in Lagos, to check out the products. However, the level of dependency of these middlemen/women in their role on the Internet cannot be confirmed.
Multiple reports also indicate traffickers using social networking sites (i.e. Facebook and Instagram) to trade Pangolin scales online. In Nigeria, Pangolin traders are moving to online undergrounds for business, and increasingly adhering to code languages and temporary contact numbers. In this context, middlemen/women place the advertisement online to demonstrate their access to products to buyers. A representative of the Nigerian Conservation Foundation (NCF) points out in this regard that after contact is initiated online, locals based in Nigeria and other African countries are contacted to provide the requested pangolin parts. Products are later sent via seaports to buyers, mostly in Asia.

Central Africa

According to open sources, several wildlife specimens, including African Grey parrots, one of the most trafficked birds, were recently advertised on several social networking sites such as on WhatsApp, Weibo, Facebook, and Instagram. Data collected suggests that social network facilitates trafficking mainly from Central Africa, but also from Eastern and Western Africa to Asia, Europe, the Middle East and the USA. Sources from Central Africa indicate that many wildlife products offered online for sale often turn out to be scams. After having received the payment, the offender breaks all ties with the victim. For example, cases of scams involving monkeys were reported.

In another example relating to the region, UK-based customers ordered chimp skulls online from Cameroon-based hunters. These skulls were by-products of traditional Cameroonian hunting practices. However, Cameroonian hunters have likely increased production with the emergence of new demands in the West.

Southern Africa

Endemic reptile’s trade online is common in Madagascar. The species is increasingly traded via social media sites. With minimal internal monitoring and the possibility to control members within a closed group, social media is facilitating the access to global markets such as in China, Europe, Southeast Asia and the USA. Similarly to other wildlife trade areas, a shift from e-commerce platforms to more discreet Facebook and WhatsApp groups has been noted. The use of multiple languages, the privacy setting options, the use of code languages and the lack of technology to make species identification in photographs easier further complicate enforcement measures.

In the social media-based trade, middlemen/women are expanding trading networks by reposting information of the illegal products on their own platforms, and in case an individual from their circle is interested in buying the product, the middle-agent buys it and resells it to the contact in their circle at a higher price. This is practiced remarkably on social-media platforms operating in China. Actors involved in this trade were not identified as part of OGCs or centralized and hierarchical networks. Rather, the study identifies traders as private individuals and buyers of reptiles as ‘enthusiasts’ and individual collectors.

However, connections between individual online species sellers and underpinning OGCs active in Madagascar cannot be excluded as open sources report significant seizures of specimens that suggest a likely organized effort to be completed. Such cases include the April 2018 seizure of nearly 10,000 tortoises and the January 2018 combined seizure of...
tortoises and illegal drugs (3.5 kilos of cannabis) in the coastal city of Toliara.\textsuperscript{175}

4.6. Illicit trade in diamonds online

Illicit diamond traders likely use communication and social networking sites to reach the global market and possible new partners.

The main online platforms used: Facebook, Messenger, WhatsApp, etc.

In its 2018 threat assessment, ENACT INTERPOL indicates that diamonds “illicitly mined from Central African countries are often smuggled, traded and trafficked within and beyond the region providing a means for criminals and OCGs to gain, conceal and move illicit funds”.\textsuperscript{176}

A recent report reveals that illegal diamond trafficking from Central African Republic is facilitated by online communication tools and social networks. Sources indicate that smugglers and middlemen/women active in the region use Facebook, Messenger, and WhatsApp (see figure 10). Through social networking sites, they activate the supply chain and introduce the available diamonds to the global market. It is also how they find new trading partners.

\textbf{Figure 10. Photo of diamonds posted by a dealer on social media}

Diamonds transit via countries neighboring the Central African Republic including Chad, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon and Sudan before getting transferred to destination countries such as Belgium, Brazil, China, France, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Qatar, Sierra Leone, South Africa and the UAE. Diamond middlemen/women reportedly originate from India and/or Lebanon. Smugglers are reported to be Central African Republic nationals and nationals of neighboring countries.\textsuperscript{177}

4.7. Trafficking in small arms and light weapons online

OCGs active in SALW trafficking in Africa are increasingly using social networking sites to conduct trade. They are likely engaged in other online criminal activities as well.

Initial contact starts on Facebook groups but then negotiations are conducted via more private means, such as telephone and secure messaging mobile applications.

The main online platforms used: Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, Telegram, etc.

The trafficking of weapons and small arms across Africa is a significant criminal threat. Firearms enable a range of criminal behaviors including, armed robbery, kidnapping, hijacking, terrorism, piracy, genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{178}

Many, if not all African countries, are affected at various degrees by the proliferation of SALW. Many African countries are source, transit and destination points for the trafficking of weapons. The 2018 ENACT continental threat assessment suggests that SALW trafficking is often linked to post-conflict countries or to those plagued by internal armed conflicts, were weapons influx are frequent. In Africa, trafficking of firearms is a major crime facilitator and enabler, and armed
groups appear to be among the major actors responsible for this illicit trade.\textsuperscript{179}

Multiple sources report that the Internet, in particular social media platforms, are used to sell or buy arms and weapons. In Libya, following the fall of the Qaddafi regime in 2011, two factors favored the emergence of online markets. On the one hand, access to the Internet, previously strictly regulated, increased and led to an important growth in social media use. On the other hand, the illicit flow of arms fostered the development of black market sellers, with firearms being traded openly in marketplaces in major Libyan cities. Soon, traffickers moved to social media to expand their illegal activities. An example of such markets is ‘The Libyan Firearms Markets’.

Small Arms Survey examined six Facebook groups, most of which were ‘closed’ or ‘secret’ groups. The level of activity varied between groups with the number of members ranging between 385 to nearly 14,000 members. Users appeared to be mostly males, in their 20s and 30s. Similarly to other crime areas, initial contact would start on these groups but then negotiations are conducted via more private means, such as telephone and secure messaging mobile applications. Payments were found to be made in cash and buyers were mostly from Libya as well as other Northern African countries and Sudan.

Some platforms that explicitly forbid private sales of firearms managed to close some of these groups. However, not long after shutting a group down, another would emerge gathering members from the former group.

The analysis suggests that online trading in firearms appears to be an extension of the physical black market in Libya. Online trading attracts four types of customers, namely the persons buying for self-defense and hobbyist reasons, small-scale traders (mostly individuals), large-scale traders (mostly linked to physical shops), and traffickers linked to non-state armed groups.\textsuperscript{180}

The study reveals that online illicit arms markets in the Middle East and North Africa will continue to grow and increase in volume of sales.\textsuperscript{181} Also, in addition to Facebook, illicit trade could be conducted via WhatsApp, Instagram and Telegram.\textsuperscript{182}

Finally, members found on the aforementioned Facebook groups were also offering other items in addition to firearms, such as electronics, used vehicles, forged passports, counterfeit currency and trafficking of migrants’ services. It is possible that these individuals are part of established OCGs operating in the region and active in multiple crime areas, including trafficking of SALW.

4.8. Drug trafficking online

OCGs active in Africa probably use the Internet to sell drugs and contact local as well as international customers/providers. The main online platform used: anonymous networks, chat rooms, social media platforms, online messaging applications, etc.

The African continent is a growing global transit hub for the trafficking of a large array of drug commodities en route to other continents. It is also a developing market where drugs are increasingly abused.\textsuperscript{183} In Africa, illicit narcotics and legitimate drugs (pharmaceuticals) are being sold and bought online, on the surface, deep and dark web.\textsuperscript{184}

Open sources confirm that the use of the Internet to facilitate drug trafficking in Africa is growing. According to an ENACT study, “the illicit financial transactions of continental drug economies are increasingly taking advantage
of secure innovations such as blockchain technology, cryptocurrencies and dark net trading platforms.\textsuperscript{185}

Multiple reports show that drug traffickers are using the Internet in various ways to further their activities, including:

- Chat forums, allow Internet users to exchange new addresses of crypto-markets, as well as opinions on sellers and products. Illegal transactions are not openly practiced on these forums;\textsuperscript{186}
- Online sale, practiced mostly on the dark web through vendor shops and online markets on anonymous networks, but also on social media platforms, and on online messaging applications.\textsuperscript{187}

Payment methods for these activities include cryptocurrency, money remittance services, traditional banking, etc. In Western Africa,\textsuperscript{188} an increase in advertisements and selling of drugs online has been noted on the surface and dark web. Drugs are ordered online and later transported in parcels to customers through traffickers.\textsuperscript{189}

In the Southern Africa region, the Internet is also used to sell drugs. In the 2018 ENACT regional threat assessment, it was reported that “once cocaine has been supplied to street-level traffickers, the most common method of distribution on the streets to users is through open markets with the use of drug orders over the phone or with the use of Internet-based communication platforms”.\textsuperscript{190}

Overall, traffickers on the continent use the Internet to sell drugs locally or to contact customers. In addition, according to open sources, cases of international deliveries ordered via the Internet have been reported. Also, khat from the Horn of Africa region appears to be regularly mailed to France after online orders.\textsuperscript{191} \textsuperscript{192} \textsuperscript{193} Moreover, the Internet is used to order chemical products used for the production of synthetic drugs. In Mauritius for example, precursors are ordered online,
imported from China and used on the island to create new psychoactive substance.\textsuperscript{194}

4.9. Trafficking in counterfeit goods online

Trafficking in counterfeit goods is very common on the African continent; and with the increase in Internet coverage, online trade of illicit goods is likely increasing on the African continent. OCGs play a central role in the trade of counterfeit and pirated goods and generate important revenues from such illicit markets in Africa.\textsuperscript{195} In addition, this type of trafficking facilitates money laundering and as a result provides fronts for OCGs to invest proceeds procured illegally.\textsuperscript{196} Available data suggests that by the year 2022, it is estimated that the total value of piracy and counterfeiting could reach a staggering USD 2.3 trillion with a negative global impact of USD 4.2 trillion.\textsuperscript{197}

In Africa, many products, such as software, currencies, apparel, consumer electronics, automotive parts, pharmaceuticals, food and drink and chemicals, are affected by counterfeiting and piracy.\textsuperscript{198} 199 Trafficking in counterfeit products is conducted physically and online. A wide range of counterfeit products are advertised and sold on the Internet.\textsuperscript{200} The increase in Internet connectivity and availability of cyber-tools nowadays allow traffickers of counterfeit goods to access a huge and global market place.\textsuperscript{201} For example, in South Africa, about 30 per cent of consumers admitted to unknowingly buying fake goods when making online purchases.\textsuperscript{202}

Among products subject to counterfeiting in Africa, counterfeit pharmaceuticals are trafficked the most across Africa.\textsuperscript{203} According to the World Health Organization (WHO), between 2013 and 2017, 42 per cent of detected cases of substandard or falsified pharmaceuticals occurred in Africa. As a consequence, every year, around 100,000 individuals die in Africa as a result of counterfeit products. These fake drugs account for approximately 30 to 60 per cent of the total market of pharmaceuticals on the continent.\textsuperscript{204} 205

Traffickers use the Internet to trade counterfeit goods in different ways, including:

- Spam,\textsuperscript{206} online advertisement;\textsuperscript{207}
Fake Internet sites similar to legitimate ones;\textsuperscript{208}  
Forums;  
Manipulation of search engines.\textsuperscript{209}

According to UNICRI, online advertisement, through the use of spam, has become one of the main means used by criminals to lure their potential victims and boost their sales. Spammers - recruited by or members of OCGs - tailor the products offered depending on online users’ preferences and information,\textsuperscript{210} which allow them to maximize the chances of the user buying the products.\textsuperscript{211} This is how online counterfeiters create online ‘bazaars’ that offer replicate goods.\textsuperscript{212}

A study conducted by the pharmaceutical company Sanofi in 2018 on more than 2500 individuals from Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa, revealed that 23 per cent of participants have already bought medicine online and 65 per cent of them admitted to taking a risk while purchasing online.\textsuperscript{213}

Coordinated by INTERPOL, Operation PANGEA is an international effort to disrupt the online sale of counterfeit and illicit health products. PANGEA also works to raise awareness of the risks associated with buying medicines from unregulated websites. Twenty-two African countries\textsuperscript{214} took part in PANGEA.\textsuperscript{215} 216

Since its launch in 2008, the Operation has removed more than 105 million units (including pills, ampoules, sachets, bottles, etc.) from circulation and made more than 3,000 arrests. The operation also shut down 82,000 websites.\textsuperscript{217}

Considering the limited available data, it is difficult to estimate the link between trafficking in counterfeit products and the use of the Internet on the continent. However, given the ease and increase in the use of the Internet and individuals reporting buying products online in Africa, in particular pharmaceutical products, in addition to the number of websites shut down by PANGEA, it is likely that online trade in illicit products in Africa is increasing.

4.10. Trafficking in stolen motor vehicles online

OCGs active in Africa are likely increasingly using the Internet to complete various stages of the process of trafficking in SMV. OCGs rely on SMV to support their criminal activities, such as trafficking in illicit goods, drugs and firearms, people smuggling, etc. SMV is also considered a currency in drug deals, a system which bypasses traced money transactions. For OCGs, the acquisition, shipment and trade of SMVs is also a low-risk way to make profit.\textsuperscript{218}

In Africa, there are two dimensions of trafficking in SMV: international trafficking originating abroad (i.e. Asia, North America and Western Europe) towards the African continent as well as intracontinental trafficking. OCGs are responsible for the movement, theft and resale of large volumes of SMV throughout Africa. Many countries are at the same time, source, transit and destination points for SMV. All involved actors generate high volumes of profit which allow them to continuously fuel the trade in this commodity. Additionally, the illicit market in
spare parts is a lucrative source of income for criminal organizations. Not only does this phenomenon have a financial impact on the industry, but it also puts drivers in danger as illicit spare parts are likely to fall below recognized safety standards.\textsuperscript{219}

OCGs involved in this criminal market use illegitimate websites to deceive genuine buyers that pay online for non-existent vehicles.

The Internet and social media can facilitate SMV trafficking in various ways, including:

- Electronic cars: criminals are able to program blank key fobs to start cars, using key-programming devices meant for locksmiths and car dealerships.\textsuperscript{220} These machines can be bought online for a few hundred dollars.\textsuperscript{221}
- Forged identification documents and license plates as well as other vehicle parts;
- Sale of stolen cars;
- Resale of illicit vehicle components.\textsuperscript{222}

In Western Africa, vehicle crimes involve fraud and the use of forged documentations, particularly false VINs, which make them difficult to detect by customers and resellers. In addition, OCGs involved in this criminal market use illegitimate websites to deceive genuine buyers that pay online for non-existent vehicles.\textsuperscript{223}

Online fraud involving SMV has been witnessed in the Southern Africa region as well. It is reported that genuine buyers of vehicles have been defrauded by criminals in a number of schemes. Cases of imported vehicles diverted to other destinations following Internet scams have also been reported. Some financial transactions to sellers have been rerouted or manipulated by criminals for deposit into other third party or anonymous accounts. OCGs have been found to use Internet auction sites to sell stolen and cloned vehicles, false identification documents, license plates, and other vehicle components.\textsuperscript{224} 225

5. DARK WEB

5.1. Background

Despite a widespread belief, the dark web is not a modern concept. In 1969, a University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) student sent the first electronic message using a computer and the ARPANET system, a predecessor to the modern Internet. Soon after that, Internet users created covert networks or dark nets, using the ARPANET system; and in early 1970’s, the first e-commerce transaction took place between university students.\textsuperscript{226} It was a drug deal. The network allowed students to keep their dealings secret and undetected.

Throughout the 1980’s, with computers becoming more and more available for personal purchases, worries about storing data increased and data havens\textsuperscript{227} emerged as possible solutions. In the 1990’s, the World Wide Web became popular and new technologies were introduced, such as peer-to-peer transmission of data using the Internet, mostly for compressed music. Also, the ‘Onion routing’, an online communication system first developed by the US Naval Research Laboratory to protect military intelligence, saw light.

In the early 2000’s, the Freenet software\textsuperscript{228} was launched, a peer-to-peer platform that allows uncensored online communication. In late 2002, an early version of The Onion Router (TOR), which anonymizes the IP address of its downloader, was released by the USA Naval
Research Laboratory. Today, TOR is the most popular software used to access the dark web.

In 2009, the untraceable cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, was first introduced. The anonymity of the Bitcoin made it a very attractive tool for online criminal activity. The online currency would become an important component of dark net transactions.

In 2011, the first dark net market, Silk Road, was launched. An exposé published that same year compared the market to Amazon.com but for drugs, one that "makes buying and selling illegal drugs as easy as buying used electronics." Within days, the value of the Bitcoin surged. Around this period, publications started better differentiating between the dark and deep web. This same year also witnessed the emergence of rival cryptocurrencies, such as Namecoin and Litecoin.

In 2013, following long-term investigations, the FBI shut down Silk Road and arrested its alleged administrator, Ross William Ulbricht, also known as Dread Pirate Roberts. Between 2011 and 2013, it is reported that the site made more than USD 1.2 billion in sales. During this same year, Bitcoin prices crashed from around USD 1000 to almost USD 300.

Following the dismantling of the marketplace, several others emerged such as Silk Road 2.0, with some even surpassing Silk Road in size, including Evolution and Agora markets. By 2014, 10 per cent of retailers were operating across several marketplaces at the same time. In that same year, Operation ONYMOUS seized several dark net markets, including the Silk Road 2.0. What followed was a period of instability among dark net markets, sometimes caused by external factors such as DDoS attacks and law enforcement; and some by internal factors such as fluctuations in the numbers of retailers, measures to improve security and exist scams. The Bitcoin market also witnessed exit scams.

The emergence of new marketplaces on the dark net was associated with a growing demand for cryptocurrency and its value reached USD 10 000 by 2017, with the market value growing from USD 11 billion to USD 300 billion. By 2018, countries around the world were developing cryptocurrency regulations in an attempt to control its growing market.

5.2. How to access the dark web?

Accessing the dark web requires the user to follow essential steps to ensure their security and protection online. These steps will be elaborated in the following section. The first two steps, which deal with the use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) and TOR, will later be examined in light of available information on the use of these tools on the African continent.

Before accessing the dark web, users likely refer to the detailed guidelines on how to access the dark web securely, which can be found on the surface web. Most of these guidelines are drafted in an easy-to-understand and user-friendly manner, most likely by experienced deep and dark web users.
Step 1: Connect to a VPN first

A VPN provides anonymity and privacy online "by creating a private network from a public Internet connection". This tool masks the IP address of the user, making their activities online almost undetectable.\textsuperscript{238}

After downloading the VPN onto the device, the user is given options of servers to which they wish to connect – servers in a country different from the one they are connecting from.\textsuperscript{239}

Step 2: Install the TOR browser

TOR is an Internet browser that hides the IP address through multiple layers of encryption and allows the user to surf the web anonymously.

Once the VPN has been launched and running, the TOR should be downloaded and installed onto the device from the official website.\textsuperscript{240}

The TOR browser is a necessary tool to access the dark net.\textsuperscript{242} After accessing TOR, users are advised to use a VPN, as shown in figure 14, and enable the Java Script to increase security.

In this context, it should be mentioned that alternative anonymous networks exist, such as I2P and Freenet. However, the TOR browser, known for its safety and user-friendly approach, is the most popular anonymous network used. Due to the scope and purpose of this report, only data relevant to the TOR browser will be considered in the assessment.

Step 3: Browse .onion websites

Once the TOR is launched, the user is directed to the search engine, DuckDuckGo. This search engine does not collect personal information, hence, does not show users any ads while using it.\textsuperscript{242} Nevertheless, this engine browses the surface web and not the dark web. When a user types in a search term, the results would be similar to those found on the regular Internet.

Dark web search engines that lead the user to .onion sites, include:

- Welcome to Dark Web Links (http://bznjtqphs2lp4xdd.onion/)
- Candle (http://gjobqjj7wyczbqie.onion/)
- not Evil (http://hss3uro2hxffogfq.onion/)

![](Figure 15. Top 10 Google Trends results for the term ‘dark web’ in Africa 2016-2019)
5.3. Africa and the dark web

Multiple reports have predicted the shift in certain crime areas in Africa from the surface to the dark web, where undergrounds will probably be established and grow, as law enforcement intensifies its enforcement on the surface web.

According to Google Trends, the topic ‘dark web’ has gained popularity between 2016 and 2019. The search has steadily increased over the past four years across the continent\(^{244}\) which could suggest an increased interest in this dark side of the Internet in some African countries. However, confirmed interaction or illegal engagement on the dark web related to the continent requires further investigation.

In a 2018 report, The Global Initiative against Transnational Organized Crime (GIATOC) suggests that wildlife trafficking, which is among the most spread transnational organized crime in Africa, is taking place on the surface web, such as on open listings, e-commerce websites, etc. and the deep web, including private messaging apps and closed groups. As suggested previously, some sources indicate that contact often starts on the surface web and then moves to the dark net, with the success of many transactions highly dependent on middlemen/women, trust and discretion. Multiple sources argue that the pressure that law enforcement is increasingly exerting on traffickers is forcing the latter to change tactics and pushing them to go deeper into the hidden part of the Internet, the dark net, where an organized and specialized market will be established. GIATOC argues that this trade will become reserved for individuals with the required technological knowledge who are able to pay the high fees of the exclusive service, which will further complicate the process of monitoring it. With time, it is predicted that advanced technology will be required to take part in operations on dark net markets leading to a further complication of enforcement. Given the continued low perceived risk concerning illicit operations - despite regulations and demands to protect endangered species – GIATOC predicted that illicit trafficking in wildlife will move according to the suggested path.\(^{245}\)

In 2017, Trend Micro examined the Middle East and North Africa underground, and in association with INTERPOL, studied the Western African underground. Trend Micro describes the Middle East and North Africa underground as a melting pot for cybercrime, culture and ideology, where culture and ideology make the market unique and highly influence the services and products offered. In their study based on data extracted between July and December 2016, Trend Micro finds that markets and clientele are present in North African countries with a variety of products.

CASE STUDY

In 2019, a wave of attacks on home routers in South Africa was believed to be aimed towards building a bigger botnet. Between 22 April and 10 May 2019, a 5 per cent increase in exploit attempts originating in Egypt and targeting consumers in South Africa has been registered. According to specialists, such attacks are in many instances the result of the consumers’ lack of awareness of the need to manage appropriately the router to protect themselves against threats.

and services being sold on their websites. The analysis argues that despite not being as big as its counterparts, the Middle East and North African underground is active with a growing client base. As the underground develops, the expertise and resources needed to manage it will develop as well.246

According to the INTERPOL and the Trend Micro report, Western African cybercriminals are becoming more sophisticated and shifting to more complex business models and operations. They are gaining more social engineering expertise that is allowing them, complemented by increasingly available tools and services such as crypters, key loggers, etc. to steal money via elaborated crimes from individuals and companies around the world. INTERPOL and Trend Micro predicted that these skillful criminals will eventually establish their own online criminal communities to sell their products and promote crimes, leading to a Western African underground market. Accordingly, younger West African cybercriminals will continue to be bold. While cybercrime in Western Africa is not as sophisticated as in other parts of the world, crimes originating in the region, such as BEC, have had in previous years highly negative impact on companies and individuals around the world.247

In 2017, INTERPOL, in collaboration with IFAW, measured the scale and nature of the trade in rhinoceros, elephants and tigers on the dark net. The report shed light on the growing problem of online wildlife trade. Conducted between December 2016 and April 2017, the research found, among other findings, 21 advertisements related to offers of rhino horns products, ivory and tiger parts on the dark net. Despite the limited amounts of products found for sale on the dark net, the advertisements concerned some of the most critically endangered species, which further highlights the urgency of the problem.248

A report from 2018 mentions that the dark web is contributing to the worsening of the human trafficking crisis in Ghana. According to the non-profit organization, Thorn, 63 per cent of surveyed individuals stated that they were sold online.249

5.4. Use of cryptocurrency

The surge of cryptocurrency in Africa is possibly linked to an increased use of cryptocurrencies for illegal purposes on the continent. Since the first cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, emerged in 2009, the value of the cryptocurrency has skyrocketed. A software developer with the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamato introduced the electronic payment system, a decentralized currency that requires very low transaction fees. Since then, several other cryptocurrencies have emerged with many of them being sold at a cheaper rate, such as Litecoin and Ethereum.

Cryptocurrency allows the user to transfer money anonymously and securely. The anonymity aspect of this currency is further enhanced through the blockchain system, the online ledger of Bitcoin transactions, which records cryptocurrency transactions and secures the process.250

In recent years, interest in cryptocurrency and cryptocurrency-related operations has steadily grown across the continent with Bitcoin leading the online currencies in Africa, followed by Litecoin, XRP, Dash, Liks and Monero.251 In this context, Hootesuite’s 2019 Global Digital Yearbook indicates that “10.7 per cent of South Africans possess crypto - the highest of any country surveyed. Nigeria also makes the list at 7.8 per cent, with Ghana at 7.3 per cent”.252 These numbers are above the worldwide average for adult Internet users owning digital currency, which stands at 5.5 per cent.253
Whereas some African countries are embracing the online currency, others are adopting a more cautious approach regarding the new payment system. The use of cryptocurrency has many advantages, but also drawbacks.

**Advantages**

Some of the advantages that cryptocurrency offers is that it provides a high level of transparency through the blockchain, or the open ledger, which makes it possible for anyone at any time to view the data related to any transaction. Ease of access is another characteristic of cryptocurrency, since anyone can access it using a mobile phone. This means that even individuals with limited tech-knowledge are able to handle their finances easily, attracting as a result previously unlikely customers into the online world.

Cryptocurrency is also unregulated and decentralized, which makes it unaffected by political changes. In 2018, the United Nations reported that many of the African countries facing inflation were experiencing a surge in Bitcoin use, including, Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa and Zimbabwe with the interest in the cryptocurrency in Uganda increasing as well.

The online nature of the currency allows its user to bypass some challenges faced as a result of certain restrictions. In April 2019, Google Trends statics indicated that Lagos in Nigeria scored the highest numbers of online searches for Bitcoin in the world. This is partly driven by the challenges faced by locals who cannot receive international money transfers due to Nigeria’s reputation for fraud. In Kenya, start-ups and businesses are opting for cryptocurrency to protect themselves from theft as well as to “prove their creditworthiness for loans”, despite increasing bank regulations on cryptocurrency.

The fear of the collapse of banks and monetary currencies regulated by governments have increased the interest of Africans in cryptocurrency. In 2013, the first Luno Exchange based in South Africa was established with now over 1.5 million customers worldwide. In 2018, approximately 15 cryptocurrency-related activities have started in Africa. Cryptocurrency-based remittances services have been introduced in many African countries. In Tunisia, governments are embracing the virtual currency with the e-Dinar, a digital currency issued by the government. Senegal is also in the process of creating a similar currency that could open opportunities for other Francophone countries on the continent.

As a result, cryptocurrency is showing great promise in Africa with the growing belief that ledger technology will play a big role in solving developmental issues and launching economic growth. Politicians in Nigeria believe that cryptocurrency will lead to an industrial revolution. Nigerian companies also hope to improve the infrastructure through blockchain. Sierra Leoneans for example, are working on a block-chain ID system in an attempt to make it possible for financial institutions to do identity checks. Uganda is also working with blockchain startups to combat the supply of counterfeit medicine.

**Drawbacks**

The complex idea of a decentralized payment system that stores data using a blockchain alarms some people and prohibits them from using it. Price volatility is another drawback of cryptocurrency. The value of cryptocurrencies changes drastically over short periods. For example, in January 2018, the value of the Bitcoin reached USD 17,000 before dropping to less than USD 7,000 in February 2018. Another disadvantage of using cryptocurrency is the no-security policy.
Emerging technologies could expose their users to the risk of fraud and stealing due to online inexperience. A report published in January 2019 highlights the security problem that cryptocurrency suffers from, with the volume of stolen coins increasing significantly between 2016 and 2018. The biggest challenge faced when using cryptocurrencies, according to the report, is the risk of being hacked. SIM swapping and fraud are also reported risks when dealing with cryptocurrencies in addition to theft, as a result of exit scams.

Finally, cryptocurrency offers its customers absolute anonymity, which could be perceived by some as an advantage, whereas others perceive it as the biggest drawback of using the currency. According to an university study that examined a number of bitcoin transactions, “44 per cent of bitcoin transactions and 25 per cent of all users were associated with illegal activity”, meaning almost half of the transactions studied were linked to illegal activity. Researchers have linked the currency to crimes including money laundering, distribution of illegal pornography and drug trafficking. These findings from 2017 indicate that approximately 24 million users used Bitcoin for mainly illegal purposes.

The growth of cryptocurrency on the continent has also manifested through the spread of Bitcoin ATMs. Instead of dispensing cash, this ATM dispenses Bitcoin. Some even allow their customers to sell Bitcoin and withdraw cash, which render transactions quick and anonymous. In November 2019, there were around 6000 ATMs worldwide, with Africa hosting 14 Bitcoin ATMs, 7 in South Africa, 2 in Ghana and one in each of Botswana, Djibouti, Kenya, Uganda and Zimbabwe. Many of these ATMs have high fees associated with using them ranging between 8 and 14 per cent, which in many cases discourage people from using them.

Not a lot of information is available on the extent or nature of the use of these ATMs yet. However, according to open sources, given factors such as buying, selling and anonymity which are involved in the process, money laundering is a risk to be considered. In a case from 2019, EUROPOL and Spanish law enforcement dismantled an OCG using ATMs to transform criminal cash into cryptocurrency for other OCGs. This suggests that cryptocurrency ATMs could be associated with...
a risk of money laundering by operators and/or users.

Given the growing role that cryptocurrency and crypt-based services are playing on the African continent, the anonymity factor that cryptocurrency allows, and the high risk of use for illegal activity that the currency can foster, it is possible that Africans currently using cryptocurrency for financial purposes, will, once they understand the full benefits that this virtual currency could present to them, attempt to use it for illegal purposes. It is also likely that currently, a portion of Africans using cryptocurrency – who mostly have a good knowledge in technology – are already using it for illegal purposes (namely financial crimes, fraud, etc.) or are experimenting with it.

5.5. What can the user find on the dark web?

It is widely believed that the dark web is accessed exclusively for criminal purposes.\footnote{270} The anonymity factor that the dark web provides, makes it a haven for individuals looking to buy and sell illicit goods and services. However, the dark web could be accessed for legitimate reasons as well. Mainly, the dark web has become associated with freedom online as it transformed into a safe space for activists, journalists and whistleblowers who experience Internet censorship and/or social and political media restrictions in their countries.

This growing role is exemplified through the creation of mirror sites by several news and media outlets on the dark web, such as ProPublica, Intercept, WikiLeaks, etc. In late 2019, BBC News launched a dark web TOR mirror of its website “in a bid to thwart censorship attempts”.\footnote{271} \footnote{272} BBC News followed Facebook and the New York Times which have also mirrored their sites, in 2014 and 2017 respectively,\footnote{273} proving the growing worldwide impact of the dark web.

Law enforcement agencies also use the dark web to keep tabs on criminals and terror groups active online. In addition, Information Technology departments and analysts, among others, monitor the dark web searching for stolen data and accounts as well as signs of identity theft.\footnote{274}

The dark web has become associated with freedom online as it transformed into a safe space for activists, journalists and whistleblowers who experience Internet censorship and/or social and political media restrictions in their countries.

5.5.1. Hidden services

Hidden services are websites, similar to the ones found on the surface web. In the following section, the three main types of hidden services (.onion services on the TOR) will be elaborated:

- Marketplaces;
- Forums;
- Vendor shops.

Marketplaces

As previously mentioned, Silk Road was the first dark net market launched in 2011 and was compared to an eBay or Amazon for drugs\footnote{275} which embraces the use of cryptocurrency. Marketplaces are platforms for sellers and buyers to exchange information and specifications on categorized products and services, such as drugs, weapons, hacking services, etc. Differently from a vendor shop, marketplaces allow multiple individuals to offer their products and services on their platforms, sometimes in exchange of a vendor fee. Some marketplaces are in one specific
language, such as English, Russian, French, etc. Most marketplaces require the user to register before accessing them.

Figure 16 is a screenshot of the description of a vendor from Kenya indicating that they only accept orders on this market.

Forums

Forums are sites for online discussions where users engage in conversations by posting messages. Many of the forums include popular categories on which users ask questions and provide answers. Some forums are dedicated to specific topics such as pedophiles, cryptocurrencies, explosives and weapons, financial services, etc. Others are hosted by marketplaces. Some forums are platforms for more technical discussions such as on cryptography, website pen-testing, operating system, etc. There are also forums offered in specific languages, such as Polish, Turkish, Chinese, Spanish, Italian, French, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Dutch, etc. Forums include The Hub, DNM Avengers, 8chan, etc.

Most forums require the user to sign up and register before any interaction. But some of the forums allow users to access threads without signing up. Figure 17 is an example of a discussion on a forum concerning buying credit, with Kenya mentioned in the thread.

Figure 17. Dark web screenshot of a discussion on a forum about buying credit with Kenya mentioned in the thread.
Vendor sites

Unlike marketplaces, vendor sites are owned by a single vendor, in most cases selling a specific category of products or services, such as drugs, weapons, child sexual abuse material, hitman services, hacking services, etc. Vendor sites can be managed by one individual or a group of people. It should be noted that there is a higher chance that vendor sites are scams than marketplaces, considering that marketplaces usually include users’ reviews and feedback on the different sellers.

Vendor shops could be scams, in particular, when they offer services that are very unlikely to be managed by a single individual, such as hitmen services and red room organizations. Figure 18 is a screenshot of a vendor site called AngelPharm.

5.5.2. Crime areas on the dark web - Africa

The diversity of crime-related products and services found on the dark web connected to the region ‘Africa’ and African countries suggests active dark web activity on the continent. The analysis of the MENA underground reveals that products and services available in their websites include malware, fake documents, crimeware, stolen data, weapons and drugs. Among the products found on North African forums are passport scans and identity documents, sometimes sold on Arabic forums, such as ‘hack-int’, known in Egypt. These documents were also found to be sold on social media websites such as Facebook, and on English language forums on the dark web, such as Valhalla.

Drugs were found to be mostly sold on English language marketplaces such as AlphaBay, Dream Market and Valhalla which supply customers outside the region as well. Weapons were also found to be sold on English language-based markets that have clients worldwide.

Unlike drugs, weapons cannot be easily shipped or delivered, which is why buyers tend to refer to clandestine black markets rather than use dark web sites, according to the Trend Micro study on the Middle Eastern and North African underground. Other services and products sold on the underground include hosting services, cash out services, hacking as a service, DDoS as a service, malware as a service, credit card dumps, stolen credentials and online accounts, malware and hacking tools, VPNs, etc.
Available information suggests that the illegal trade of rhinoceros, tigers and elephants is occurring over the dark net, yet it is not a booming market, it remains limited compared to other commodities such as drugs, counterfeit documents, child abuse material and others.

**High volumes of personal information of Nigerian and South African origins were found to be leaked on the dark web.**

Furthermore, based on data gathered between 2016 and 2020 through a dark web crawler, high volumes of personal information of Nigerian and South African origins were found to be leaked on the dark web. Targets of these leaks included companies that offer financial services, asset management, chemicals, mobile telecommunication, insurances, bank holdings, e-commerce, online marketplaces, manufacturing, airlines, and etc. Targeted websites also included websites related to language tests, lighthouses, astrology, selling hunting, fishing, scuba and cycling equipment, hospitals, healing schools, e-mail and web security, data portals, universities, pension funds, insurances, bookstores, business solutions, etc.

In order to conduct searches for crime areas on the dark web using crawlers, specific keywords related to crime areas were identified. A deeper examination of dark web data gathered through the crawler between 2016 and early 2020 reveals that more than 90 per cent of searched dark web domains, related to Africa, mentioned the crime-specific keyword ‘porn’, followed by ‘drug’, ‘credit’, ‘murder’, ‘hitman’, ‘trafficking’, and ‘smuggling’. Considering the framework of this report, the keyword ‘porn’ in the context of the dark web will not be examined. Some of the aforementioned keywords were found on domains that specialize in one specific crime area and others were found on domains that offer services and products related to multiple crime areas.

**Figure 19. Crime-specific keywords in dark web domains, other than ‘porn’**

The mention of crime words on dark web domains and pages could be made for many purposes. The keyword could be mentioned in the offer of the product or service. The keyword could also be mentioned when an user is inquiring about options for purchasing a product or service. As previously mentioned, access to dark web domains does not necessarily imply illegal activity. However, given the nature of crime-specific keywords

---

**CASE STUDY**

In 2015, cybercriminals stole the personal data of millions of users of the adultery website Ashley Madison, including credit card details and nude photographs, of which 175,000 belonged to South Africans. The data dump, 9.7 gigabytes in size, was later leaked on the dark web using an onion address.

Source: ‘Hackers Finally Post Stolen Ashley Madison Data’, Wired, 18 August 2015.
used, the purpose in these cases is probably of criminal nature.

Domains with single-crime specific keywords
The seller or vendor offering services and products through this domain could be specializing in one crime area with a more limited list of clients. In some cases, this could mean a bigger geographical area over which users are spread as many users might prefer referring to a specialized vendor rather than one that offers various services and products.

Domains with multi-crime specific keywords
This could mean that the seller or vendor has a more diversified list of clients, as some users, most of whom interested in more than one type of criminal activity, prefer referring to one source that could provide them with multiple services and products. This could also suggest that the seller or vendor has connections with users from different groups specialized in different crime areas. Such vendors could be perceived as members of more online established OCGs which have connections across a multitude of crime areas that are needed to finalize trading. This could include inter-regional and transnational connections.

As shown in the figures below, evidence of human trafficking, hitman services, forged documents, counterfeit currency, child sexual abuse material and trading of financial information, among other crimes, in connection to the region ‘Africa’ have been found on the dark web.

**Documentation from Africa**

![Figure 24. Dark web screenshot offering suspicious “Documentation from Africa”](image)

![Figure 20. Dark web screenshot offering child sexual material, titled “Tempting Me Jay 15yo From Africa”](image)

![Figure 21. Dark web screenshot with the ad “adopt a little girl from Africa”](image)

![Figure 22. Dark web screenshot promoting hitman services with the ad “x-military African man need jobs”](image)

![Figure 23. Dark web screenshot offering financial information with the ad “South African bank account Needed”](image)
Figure 25. Dark web screenshot with the description “We are free retailers of medical grade African Sativa”

We are free retailers of medical grade African Sativa.

Our medicine is grown naturally in the highlands of Swaziland. If you are accustomed to home-grown hydroponic, manicured, super-strong, trophy buds, then our weed is probably not for you. We sell African bush-weed, it passes B different hands before we get it, and our vacuum-packer really flattens the buds. Otherwise our weed is great for price and it has an amazing Sativa high.

We also sell 100% Sativa Kief, made at source by the farmers using the Moroccan method of screen sieving the dry weed. We use an industrial strength vacuum packer and thick plastic when packing our products, so you can be assured that your order is safe.

Figure 26. Dark web screenshot offering counterfeit US dollar banknotes with a discussion mentioning the location Kenya
5.5.3. Locations mentioned

The mentioning of the region ‘Africa’ and African countries as origins and/or destinations in offers and requests for information on dark web domains suggests likely transnational criminal links. In the following section, the mentioning of African country names on dark web domains and pages will be examine. The mention of a location is an important part of the offers on dark web domains and pages. It could play a role in attracting traffic in different ways.

Country of origin and destination

Specifications concerning shipping origins and destinations are included on dark web domains and pages.

In figure 27, shipping origins and destinations are indicated as “Location: Worldwide” and “Location: Germany”. An indication to the origin of the drug is specified in the second announcement, “Dutch made imported LSD”. The announcement also indicates the possibility of shipping the product to Germany, USA, Western EU, Eastern EU, Asia, South America, Africa and the rest of the world, with a variation in shipping time.

Figure 27. Dark web screenshot showing locations, origins of the product and possible shipping destinations
The distinction of some regions from ‘the rest of the world’ could indicate that the vendor has more established connections and previous experience in shipping to these particular locations. This could encourage individuals residing in these specific regions to choose this vendor.

Figure 28, shows more accuracy concerning shipping origins and destinations, such as “we ship orders 5 times a week from the USA worldwide, we don’t ship on weekends.” The vendor also offers tracking options.

- Delivery:
  - USPS Priority
  - USA – 2-6 working days
  - Canada, Europe – 5-7 working days
  - South America, Africa, Asia – 7-21 working days
  - Australia and New Zealand – 1-2 weeks

- Shipping Cost:
  - USA – $19
  - WE – $15
  - AU and NZ – $75

Figure 28. Dark web screenshot showing more accurate shipping origins, destinations as well as tracking options

Shipping time is specified, for Africa for example, delivery time is ‘7-21 working days’. Delivery to some regions includes shipping cost.

Figure 29 is an offer of fake credit card and accounts. The seller includes Botswana among the “available countries.”

Figure 29. Dark web screenshot of fake credit card and accounts with Botswana mentioned in “available countries”
Figure 30 shows a request for information concerning the shipping of “Cloned credit cards with PIN code” to Uganda.

The name of the country or region could also be mentioned to indicate the locations where a service could be delivered, such as in figure 31.
The offer includes locations where hitman services could be offered, including Africa for the price of USD 15,000.

For weapons, for example, a 2015 INTERPOL report examining firearms sales over the dark net concludes that shipping is available for all continents and worldwide.292

Overall, some of the mentioned locations on Darknet markets appear to be general (i.e. continents) and refer to expected locations, possibly linked to the concerned product. However, in some cases, posts include more precise description related to possibilities or impossibilities of delivery to certain destinations. This could be the result of previous bad trading experiences in particular locations.

In this context, it is necessary to consider the limitations that examining location data presents. The ‘shipping from’ information may not always be accurate as in many cases, intermediaries could be handling the shipment before its arrival to the customer. However, in marketplaces, disappointed customers could leave negative feedback for the vendor which affect their business. In some instances, the sender could be travelling to another country and sending the package from that location in order to decrease the risk of seizure. Also, in some cases, vendors do not mention the specific country from which they are sending the product, they only mention a region such as ‘Europe (EU)’. Others prefer not to mention specific geographical description, indicating ‘Worldwide’. In addition, unless mentioned or hinted at, the customer’s location cannot be easily determined.293 Such factors further complicate attempts of identifying the location of involved actors.

**Origin of the product**

Another reason why a country name could be mentioned is because the product itself originates or is manufactured in the mentioned region or country.

Figure 32294 below shows several offers of drugs. Among the offers, is “Morocco Hash” with the announcement indicating “Original high-quality Hashish from Morocco!”

There is a possibility that this drug is indeed originating from Morocco, and shipped from there or from a different country. However, there is also the possibility that this is a scam and the reference to Morocco is included to increase the value of the product and attract traffic.

Figure 33295 shows the site of a market that offers African products, originating from Africa such as gold bars, diamonds and rhino horns.

Figure 34296 is a screenshot of a dark net market offering the South African drug Durban to countries worldwide. The screenshot also shows that Durban is re-distributed to other countries.

![Figure 32. Dark web screenshot showing an offer of “Moroccan Hash”](image-url)
Figure 33. Dark web screenshot showing offers of African products

Figure 34. Dark web screenshot showing an offer of South African Durban
Products and/or services customized for the mentioned country

The name of a country could be mentioned if the product being sold is customized specifically for the mentioned country, in particular forged documents. Figure 35 (see page 59) shows a dark net shopping site of forged documents and credit card information such as, ‘customized credit card Photoshop’, passport scans, IDs, driver’s license, etc. Among the listings is an offer for a “Template Driver’s License Angola”.

In figure 36 (see page 59), Africa is mentioned as number 5 on the list of top best places for Child Sex Tourism with a description of the experience as well as categories offered.

An examination of data gathered between 2016 and early 2020 through the dark web crawler revealed that most African countries were found to be mentioned in dark web domains, in addition to the keyword ‘Africa’. The majority of location-related keywords mentioned in domains were of the region ‘Africa’. The majority of location-related keywords mentioned in domains were of the region ‘Africa’. The remaining location-related keywords were mentioned either in single country domains, where only the name of one African country is mentioned in a domain, or in multi-country domains where more than one country name, including the names of African countries, are mentioned in the same domain.

With 69 per cent of domains mentioning the keyword ‘Africa’, this could suggest that users from Africa and/or users supplying the continent are becoming more aware of the different aspects of the darkest side of the Internet. Dark web users have established transnational connections which allow them to ship products and deliver services to likely the five regions of the continent.

5.5.4. User profiles

The examination of profiles found on dark web domains in available data demonstrates different linguistic and technological skills between users as well as different approaches to online selling. Most users make language mistakes and show poor linguistic skills in posts on dark web domains and pages, including markets, vendor shops and forums. However, many dark net traders demonstrate good levels of technological encryption knowledge, which allow them to engage in activity on the dark web.

![Country-specific keywords in dark web domains](image)

Figure 37. Country-specific keywords in dark web domains

Figure 38 (see page 59) is an example of a post on a forum showing poor linguistic skills.

While searching for Africa-related keywords using the dark web crawler, multiple clone sites were found, where the same offer appears on two different sites, only the domain and contact info are different. Users could adhere to this technique for many reasons. A seller could be associating with a competitor to attract their clients or attempting to grow the value of their site on the expense of a more popular site.

Also, sellers appear to be engaged in the trade of many illegal products and not one product exclusively with many of them advertising on
many sites. The strategy could help the seller to maximize chances of trade and attract the most traffic possible.

Figure 35. Dark web screenshot showing offers of forged documents and credit card information

The world's 5 best places for Child Sex Tourism

Number 5: Africa

Passport scavengers in Africa can be considered as good places to find children for sex.
Unfortunately, there are a lot of diseases and it can be very dangerous to have sex with someone there.
Moreover, some countries in Africa have very poor law enforcement, and if you do not know anybody from there, you could be attacked, beaten, and even killed for your money... So be careful!

Figure 36. Dark web screenshot showing offers of Child Sex Tourism

Figure 38. Dark web screenshot of a forum post
Figure 39 shows the same ad posted by the same user (with domain) posting on different sites.

Figure 39. Dark web screenshots of the same advertisement on different sites.
5.5.5. Payment methods

The large pool of offers and facilitation options that dark web users are offering clients suggests their likely growing flexibility and ease in handling trade on the dark net. As previously mentioned, interest in cryptocurrency and related operations have increased over the years in Africa. In addition, the number of Bitcoin ATMS grew, more types of cryptocurrency are now used on the continent and related regulations are being introduced in many African countries. As concluded in the cryptocurrency section, the online payment system can be associated with multiple risks, mainly due to the anonymity factor. The analysis suggests that many Africans using cryptocurrency could already be possibly using it for illegal purposes, or will possibly experiment with it once they understand its different characteristics.

Bitcoin is the main payment method for dark web transactions. Other methods include Western Union and PayPal. Analysis suggests that as criminals move progressively to the dark web, cryptocurrency will be increasingly used for payment in transactions.

Figure 40 (see page 62) is a screenshot of a dark net market that offers forged documents with the price in Bitcoin indicated on the right.

The website dark weblinks.com offers a description on what the user can find on dark web pages. Crime areas are divided into categories and description for each of the categories is provided based on user reviews, presentation of the domain, individual experience, etc. In many cases, the description is complemented by advice before or when using websites. Based on data extracted between October and December 2019, the following information were gathered concerning payment methods on different dark web links.

- The types of payment allowed is Bitcoin;
- Services offered include Western Union Transfers, MoneyGram transfers, Anonymous Bank Accounts, etc;
- Refund and return possibilities;
- Security features include authentication via PGP, Escrow and Multisig for safer transaction and trades, PIN for withdrawal and refund address changes;
- Warning of exit scams;
- Possibility of using hardened Bitcoin escrow on some markets instead of depositing Bitcoins;
- Discussion of payment through e-mail exchange;
- On some markets, prices change on a daily basis;
- Escrow accepted;
- Use of the bidding system;
- For some services, payment is released after completion.

The detailed description and advice offered by some vendors and markets suggest that dark web vendors and sellers are becoming increasingly flexible. They are smart and knowledgeable Internet users that have studied the advantages and disadvantages of operating online anonymously, but also their clients. Accordingly, they are providing convenient services and options to attract bigger traffic. They are also proving to be not only technologically knowledgeable, but also strong advertisers, sales and business players.
5.5.6. Use of language

The use of language could be perceived as an important element of the dark web search that could possibly offer some indications on users’ profiles and origins.

As previously mentioned, overall, sources show that many of the users have poor linguistic skills. This could suggest that the user is writing in a language that is not their native language. It could also be a tactic to confuse clients on their origins and remain anonymous. Results generated from running a dark web crawler suggest that in addition to English, French and Portuguese, local African languages and dialects are found to be used on dark web domains and pages.306

The use of expressions in local African languages also appeared in an initial scan of dark web pages.

In Figure 41,307 the use of the term “no wahala”, which in Nigerian local slang means “no problem” is assumed to be written by a Nigerian user.

Figure 41. Dark web screenshot showing the use of local African dialect

Many of the posts found in markets and forums offer options of supporting languages, such as Chinese, Dutch, French, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Turkish, etc. Figure 42,308 is an example of a suspicious domain in Russia.

Figure 40. Dark web screenshot showing an offer of forged documents with prices in Bitcoin
In some cases, the language of the keyword searched could highly affect the results found, in particular in relation to countries with two or more official languages. This is applicable for country-name keywords but also for crime-specific keywords. In cases where results in multiple languages were found, the majority of the domains found were in English, followed by French. In addition to English, French was found to be used on dark web domains for the country names of Algeria (Algérie), Guinea (Guinée), Morocco (Maroc), Senegal (Sénégal), and Tunisia (Tunisie). Results in French, in addition to English, were also found to be used for the keywords counterfeit (contrefait) and rhinoceros (rhinocéros).

5.6. VPN and TOR usage in Africa

As previously mentioned, the two initial steps required to access the dark web will be examined in the following section in light of available information on their use in Africa.

5.6.1. Usage of VPN in Africa

Increased interest in and usage of VPN in Africa is possibly linked to an increased access to illegal/suspicious dark web sites.
VPN usage statistics suggest that since 2013, around 25 per cent of Internet users worldwide have used a VPN to access the web each month. In 2017, the percentage of VPN users increased by 185 per cent compared to the previous year, and in 2018, this number increased by 165 per cent from 2017. In addition, the VPN global market grew steadily between 2016 and 2018, with the value increasing from USD 15.46 billion in 2016 to USD 20.60 billion in 2018. It is estimated that by the year 2022, the value of the VPN global market will reach approximately USD 35.73 billion.

In terms of the percentage of VPN users in the region, Africa represents 20 per cent of VPN users worldwide, compared to 23 per cent in Latin America and 30 per cent in Asia and the Pacific. Africa shows percentages higher than in Europe and North America, where the percentage stands at 18 per cent. In 2018, it was estimated that 47 per cent of VPN usage in the Middle East and Africa was aimed at accessing better entertainment content, whereas 34 per cent of the usage aimed at remaining anonymous while browsing online.

According to Google Trends, the term ‘Virtual Private Network’ is a popular keyword in many African countries. The service indicates that users from Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Madagascar, Morocco and Rwanda have searched the most for the keyword between 2016 and 2019. The search has mostly increased across countries in the mentioned timeframe and the highest search recorded was in Côte d’Ivoire in 2019, with 4,046 searches throughout the year.

These figures suggest an increased interest in VPN in Africa over the past four years. Statistics also reveal that the interest of Africans is divided mostly by the desire to access better entertainment but also to browse the web anonymously. At this point, it is not possible to quantify or examine the reasons why some Africans wish to remain anonymous online through a VPN. As previously mentioned, detailed guidelines on how to access the dark web safely are widely spread on the surface web. Among the first instructions that guidelines indicate is to download and turn on a VPN before accessing TOR. In this context, this interest in VPN could suggest a possible usage to access the dark net.

5.6.2. Usage of TOR in Africa

As previously mentioned, the examination of estimated TOR usage in Africa in light of multiple factors indicates its usage for a possible access to the dark web. As already stated, TOR was created by the Office of Naval Research in the USA and the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency in the mid-1990’s to protect online intelligence communication through an anonymous network. The software allows web pages to remain anonymous “by configuring a server to connect with clients as a tor relay in between”. In this case, there is no need for an IP address, a 16 character code known as an ‘onion address’ is used by clients in place of a
URL. Through this process, TOR allows clients to access dark nets.\textsuperscript{315}

In the following section, TOR statistics\textsuperscript{316} will be examined in light of multiple factors. TOR has many advocates that claim protection online as their endgame. Many activists and journalists use it, in particular in countries suffering from oppression and restrictions on freedom of speech. It is also a platform for whistleblowers to share information. In addition, users who wish to keep their searches online private use the software.

Despite the possible positive usage of the software, TOR is known for the negative usage it fosters online, which has transformed it into a safe haven for criminals over the years. The software is widely known as gateway into the dark corners of the Internet, where online users could use it to access the dark web and conduct illegal activity.

Limitations

According to the TOR project website, statistics generated on users’ usage are limited. These numbers do not count actual users but requests to directories or bridges that are made by users. Based on these requests, estimates are made and an average number of users is generated. Hence, it is impossible at this stage to quantify this usage or to assess whether it is used for legal purposes, such as surfing the web free from restrictions, or for malicious reasons, namely accessing the dark web and engaging in illegal activity.

TOR usage in Africa

According to the TOR project statistics, several African countries showed high levels of usage between 2016 and 2019.
In 2016, the estimated number of TOR relay users in Africa connecting directly to the software was the highest in South Africa with more than 2 million users. North Africa also recorded high levels of usage, with Egypt recording the highest number in the region. Western African countries also made the top 10 list of countries with Nigeria recording the highest number of TOR users in the region. Between 2016 and 2019, the top 10 countries that recorded high usage of the software in Africa, remained mostly the same over the four years with minimal changes in percentages. Overall, the TOR project estimates that over the last 4 years, over 44 million Africans connected to the software. The volume of users peaked in 2017 with more than 13 million users accessing the network, and then decreased to approximately 9 million users in 2019.

The above graph concerns users who connected using relays. The IP address of these relays is public and is listed in the public TOR directory. This usage can be blocked by Internet providers and governments. In order to circumvent this, users can use TOR bridges, which are nodes that are not public and not as easy to be blocked. According to the TOR project, TOR bridges are useful for users “under oppressive regimes or for people who want an extra layer of security because they're worried somebody will recognize that they are contacting a public TOR relay IP address.”

According to the TOR project, there are three main reasons why a customer would use a bridge to access TOR:

1-Because the TOR software is blocked and the user wants to find a way to access it, then the user is assessed as ‘an annoying user but not very dangerous’.

2-The software is not necessarily blocked, but the user ‘is trying to hide the fact they’re hiding Tor’, in this case the user is assessed as possibly very dangerous.

3-Miscellaneous non-dangerous reasons such as not knowing or testing the effectivity of the bridge.

As such, there is a 1/3 chance that bridge users use the access granted to TOR for malicious reasons. When comparing the relay users and bridge users in Africa, overall, the same countries figure in the top 10 countries in

![Top 10 of TOR relay users in Africa 2016-2019](image-url)
terms of highest usage, with Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, Nigeria and South Africa occupying the top 5 mostly in both categories between 2016 and 2019.

As previously mentioned, bridge users are mostly users trying to overpass obstacles forbidding them to access a software or a specific website. Most African countries do not present exceptional numbers in terms of bridge users between 2016 and 2019.

At this stage, given that TOR is currently the most popular software to access the dark web and based on the available data on its usage in Africa, the usage of TOR in African countries indicates a possible access to the dark web. However, this hypothesis cannot be tested or proven at this time.

In its Organized Crime Index, GIATOC, in the framework of Project ENACT examined the level of criminality in African countries, based on multiple factors. The comprehensive assessment analyzes criminal markets and criminal actors in member countries and generates a percentage of criminality for each African country. 317

Based on this assessment and the estimative TOR usage in Africa, few hypotheses could be drawn. The examination of the top ten countries for TOR relay and bridge users between 2016 and 2019 and the top 10 countries for highest and lowest levels of criminality - criminal markets and criminal actors 318 in Africa, sheds light mainly on four countries, South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya and Tunisia.

According to the Organized Crime Index, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa present high levels of crime as well as high levels of resilience against organized crime. 319 All three countries are “the socio-economic powerhouses of their respective continental regions” and present large criminality profiles and the four types of criminal actors, including criminal networks. They are also perceived as hubs in the wider region and the continent.

Given the high score of criminality that Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa present according to the Organized Crime Index, and the estimative high usage of TOR related to these countries as shown in figure 45, it is likely that crime elements from these regions are engaged in dark web activities.

The comparison also highlights the case of Tunisia. According to the Organized Crime Index, Tunisia is classified as having low criminality and high resilience against organized crime. 320 According to TOR usage estimates, a high number of requests originate from Tunisia. Given the low score of criminality that Tunisia presents, and the estimated high TOR usage, it is possible that access to TOR is intended for preserving privacy and anonymity online and not for malicious purposes.

6. DRIVING FACTORS

Various factors are driving cyber and cyber-enabled crime on the continent and fostering the growth of its impact on national, regional and continental levels. These factors include:

- Easy financial gain;
- Ignorance and mal-usage of ITC, neglect of updates’ requirements for technical material, use of software without licenses and use of outdated technology;
- Poverty, unemployment and a high number of jobless IT students;
- Under-reporting of the crime by victims;
- Ease of access to the Internet;
- Lack of technical and infrastructural frameworks to combat cybercrimes;
- Political instability and social problems;
- Absence of specialized investigators;
- Lack of general awareness of society;
- Lack of national policies and specific legislations to combat cyber and cyber-enabled crime;
- Lack of knowledge on the risks and dangers of newly acquired technologies;
- Access to equipment that facilitates online piracy;
- Increased use of electronic devices for multiple functions;
- Increased usage of social media.

**Conclusion**

The objective of this threat assessment was to explore the major aspects of OCGs active online in Africa on the surface, deep and dark web. The report highlighted the growing impact of the Internet and the threat of cyber-enabled crimes on security and development in Africa.

The analysis outlined some of the main emerging and current cyber trends and modus operandi employed by African cybercriminals on national, regional and international levels. Some of the main techniques used by OCGs in Africa online were also defined in light of available information and data provided by member countries. Cyber OCGs active online in Africa will continue to exploit the Internet to further their illegal activities as long as the socio-economic and security landscapes in Africa provide the opportunity. They are flexible and capable of adapting and evading law enforcement tactics. They have also proven that they are able to quickly change modus operandi in light of circumstantial changes. This was witnessed during the recent COVID-19 pandemic which has given way for cybercriminals to exploit the crisis to their benefit across the world.

Regarding the surface and deep web, the report distinguished between cyber and cyber-enabled crimes and allocated a detailed section to online financial cyber-enabled crimes as they are the most prevalent online crimes in Africa. Based on available information, the report examined illegal activity online in Africa in relation to human trafficking and people smuggling, crimes against children, trafficking in works of art, environmental crimes, illicit trade in diamonds, trafficking in SALW, drug trafficking, trafficking in counterfeit goods and trafficking in SMV. The report also examined the dark web and attempted to identify connections to the African continent in light of open source statistics, dark web sources and data from the private sector.

This threat assessment also considered some of the driving factors enabling this type of crime.

In summary, this threat assessment suggests that cybercriminals active in Africa have the intent and capabilities to continue exploiting the web for criminal gain. Attempts to measure the scale and impact of cybercrime in Africa through intelligence analysis, such as this threat assessment, is intended to inform and empower law enforcement authorities and decision makers when developing strategies to counter cyber-enabled crime as well as to identify and dismantle OCGs.
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